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Having regard to Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council 18 December 2006 concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (the REACH Regulation), and in particular the definition of a restriction in Article 3(31) and Title VIII thereof, the Committee for Risk Assessment (RAC) has adopted an opinion in accordance with Article 70 of the REACH Regulation and the Committee for Socio-economic Analysis (SEAC) has adopted an opinion in accordance with Article 71 of the REACH Regulation on the proposal for restriction of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical name(s):</th>
<th>Lead compounds-PVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC No.:</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS No.:</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document presents the opinions adopted by RAC and SEAC and the Committees’ justifications for their opinions. The Background Document, as a supportive document to both RAC and SEAC opinions and their justification, gives the details of the Dossier Submitters proposal amended for further information obtained during the public consultation and other relevant information resulting from the opinion making process.

PROCESS FOR ADOPTION OF THE OPINIONS

ECHA on a request from the Commission or proposing restriction according to Article 69(2) has submitted a proposal for a restriction together with the justification and background information documented in an Annex XV dossier. The Annex XV report conforming to the requirements of Annex XV of the REACH Regulation was made publicly available at http://echa.europa.eu/web/guest/restrictions-under-consideration on 22 March 2017.
Interested parties were invited to submit comments and contributions by 22 September 2017.

ADOPTION OF THE OPINION

ADOPTION OF THE OPINION OF RAC

Rapporteur, appointed by RAC: Stephen DUNGEY

Co-rapporteur, appointed by RAC: Michael NEUMANN

The opinion of RAC as to whether the suggested restrictions are appropriate in reducing the risk to human health and/or the environment was adopted in accordance with Article 70 of the REACH Regulation on 5 December 2017.

The opinion takes into account the comments of interested parties provided in accordance with Article 69(6) of the REACH Regulation.

The opinion of RAC was adopted by consensus.

ADOPTION OF THE OPINION OF SEAC

Rapporteur, appointed by SEAC: Karen THIELE

Co-rapporteur, appointed by SEAC: Izabela RYDLEWSKA-LISZKOWSKA

The draft opinion of SEAC

The draft opinion of SEAC on the proposed restriction and on its related socio-economic impact has been agreed in accordance with Article 71(1) of the REACH Regulation on 30 November 2017.

The draft opinion takes into account the comments from the interested parties provided in accordance with Article 69(6)(a) of the REACH Regulation.

The draft opinion takes into account the socio-economic analysis, or information which can contribute to one, received from the interested parties provided in accordance with Article 69(6)(b) of the REACH Regulation.

The draft opinion was published at http://echa.europa.eu/web/guest/restrictions-under-consideration on 20 December 2017. Interested parties were invited to submit comments on the draft opinion by 20 February 2018.

The opinion of SEAC

The opinion of SEAC on the proposed restriction and on its related socio-economic impact was adopted in accordance with Article 71(1) and (2) of the REACH Regulation on 15 March 2018.

The opinion takes into account the comments of interested parties provided in accordance with Article[s 69(6) and]5 71(1) of the REACH Regulation.

The opinion of SEAC was adopted by consensus.
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OPINION OF RAC AND SEAC

The restriction proposed by the Dossier Submitter is:

**Brief title: Restriction of lead stabilisers in PVC articles.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead compounds</th>
<th>1. Shall not be placed on the market or used in articles or parts thereof produced from polymers or copolymers of vinyl chloride (PVC) if the concentration of lead (expressed as metal) is equal to or greater than 0.1% by weight of the PVC material.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Paragraph 1 shall apply 24 months from the entry into force of the restriction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. By way of derogation, paragraph 1 shall not apply to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) the following article types containing recycled PVC for a period of 15 years from entry into force, if the concentration of lead (expressed as metal) does not exceed 1% by weight of the PVC material:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- profiles and rigid sheets for building applications;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- doors, windows, shutters, walls, blinds, fences, and roof gutters;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- cable ducts;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- fittings for tubes, furniture etc.;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- pipes for non-drinking water, if the recycled PVC is used in a multilayer pipe and is entirely enclosed with a layer of virgin PVC in compliance with paragraph 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suppliers shall ensure before the first placing on the market of mixtures and articles containing recovered PVC that these are visibly, legibly and indelibly marked as follows: ‘Contains recycled PVC’ or with the following pictogram: (same as for entry 23...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) PVC-silica separators in lead acid batteries for a period of 10 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Articles that can be placed in the mouth covered by paragraph 7 of Entry 63 of Annex XVII.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Articles covered under existing legislation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Directive 94/62/EC on packaging and packaging waste;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE OPINION OF RAC

RAC has formulated its opinion on the proposed restriction based on an evaluation of information related to the identified risk and to the identified options to reduce the risk as documented in the Annex XV report and submitted by interested parties as well as other available information as recorded in the Background Document.

RAC considers that the proposed restriction on lead compounds is the most appropriate Union wide measure to address the identified risk in terms of the effectiveness, in reducing the risk, practicality and monitorability as demonstrated in the justification supporting this opinion, provided that the conditions are modified, as proposed by RAC.

The conditions of the restriction proposed by RAC are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead compounds</th>
<th>Conditions of the restriction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Shall not be used in articles produced from polymers or copolymers of vinyl chloride (PVC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Articles produced from polymers or copolymers of vinyl chloride (PVC) shall not be placed on the market if the concentration of lead (expressed as Pb metal) is equal to or greater than 0.1% by weight of the PVC material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall apply 24 months from the entry into force of the restriction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>By way of derogation, paragraph 2 shall not apply to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) the following rigid PVC article types containing PVC recyclate for a period of 15 years from entry into force, if the concentration of lead (expressed as metal) does not exceed 2% by weight of the PVC material:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- profiles and sheets for exterior applications in buildings and non-buildings (for example, gutters, fascia, shutters, blinds and wall cladding), excluding decks and terraces;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- decks and terraces provided the recycled PVC is used in the middle layer and is entirely covered with a layer of virgin PVC;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- profiles and sheets for use in concealed spaces or voids in buildings and non-buildings (where they are inaccessible during normal use, excluding maintenance, for example, cable ducts);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|               | - profiles and sheets for interior building applications provided the entire surface of the profile or sheet facing the occupied areas of a building after
installation are produced using virgin PVC (for example, doors and windows fabricated from co-extruded/multi-layer PVC profiles or sheets);
- multi-layer pipes if the recycled PVC is used in the middle layer and is entirely covered with a layer of virgin PVC (excluding pipes for drinking water); and
- fittings, excluding fittings for pipes for drinking water, for example joints, elbows and flanges for pipes, furniture, coachwork, etc).

All virgin PVC used in combination with recyclate in the above applications shall comply with paragraph 2.

Suppliers shall ensure before the first placing on the market of mixtures and articles specified above and containing recycled PVC that these are visibly, legibly and indelibly marked as follows: ‘Contains recycled PVC’.

(b) the following PVC article types containing flexible (soft) PVC recyclate for a period of 15 years from entry into force, if the concentration of lead (expressed as metal) does not exceed 1% by weight of the PVC material:
- mats for stables and greenhouses;
- noise insulation sheets;
- the following applications provided the recycled PVC is entirely enclosed with a layer of virgin PVC: multi-layer hoses, roofing and waterproofing, road furniture and traffic management and professional footwear.

All virgin PVC used in combination with recyclate in the above applications shall comply with paragraph 2.

Suppliers shall ensure before the first placing on the market of mixtures and articles specified above and containing recycled PVC that these are visibly, legibly and indelibly marked as follows: ‘Contains recycled PVC’.

(c) PVC-silica separators in lead acid batteries for a period of 10 years from entry into force.

(d) Articles covered by paragraph 7 of Entry 63 of Annex XVII.

(e) Articles covered under existing legislation:
- Directive 94/62/EC on packaging and packaging waste;

5. By way of derogation, paragraph 2 shall not apply to articles for which it can be demonstrated that they have been placed on the market for the first time before xxxxx (based on the transition period of 24 months).

6. By way of derogation, paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the use of the following pigments:
   - Lead sulfochromate yellow (EC No: 215-693-7)
   - Lead chromate molybdate sulfate red (EC No: 235-759-9)

RAC and the Dossier Submitter proposed various changes to the wording of the restriction proposal during the opinion making. These were mainly in relation to the proposed derogation for the use of post-consumer recycled PVC in articles, as follows:

1. The list of derogated article types was modified to explicitly separate rigid/un-plasticised (PVC-U) articles from flexible/plasticised (PVC-P) articles. This was because the initially proposed list was based on rigid PVC applications only (modified from the existing restriction on cadmium in recycled PVC – REACH Annex XVII entry number 23).

2. The article types listed in the derogation were further refined to reflect their different potential to result in human exposure to lead during their service lives, either via indirect (through the environment) or direct (through the potential to form dusts through polymer degradation and abrasion) pathways. As such, article types used for the exterior parts of buildings and non-building structures were separated from article types used in interior parts of buildings, further distinguishing between occupied and non-occupied interior parts of buildings.

3. For the purposes of this opinion “occupied” is intended to mean any part of a residential, commercial or industrial building that is intended to be occupied by humans. Non-building structures include bridges, dams, industrial, etc., that are not specifically designed for occupancy, but which could use PVC materials in their construction.

4. The use of recycled PVC in mono-extruded articles was derogated for uses in the interior of buildings (e.g. cable ducts), but only where these uses are limited to the concealed spaces or voids of a building (that are inaccessible during normal use, excluding maintenance). This was on the basis that there is limited potential for dust formation or for sensitive populations (e.g. children) to come into contact with them in these locations. Examples of concealed spaces or voids include joist or truss spaces that are part of floor-ceiling assemblies; spaces above suspended ceilings; spaces inside stud walls; crawl spaces; vertical chases between floors for pipes and ducts. Areas that are occupied or used for storage would not be considered to be concealed spaces or voids.
5. ‘Fittings’ for a number of specified applications were derogated as they are not accessible under normal conditions of use (e.g. if they are present in internal parts of a more complex article) implying a limited potential for human exposure during their service life. The article types specified in the restriction text are listed on EU databases.

6. The use of rigid PVC articles produced using post-consumer recycled PVC were derogated for use in the occupied parts of buildings but only where these were produced using a co-extrusion process with recycled PVC encapsulated by virgin material. This was to prevent the potential for the formation of lead-containing dusts during article service life. Co-extrusion of rigid PVC profiles for the fabrication of doors and windows is already widely practiced (e.g. EN 12608-1).

7. Similarly, on the basis of comments submitted by industry during the public consultation, various article types produced using recycled flexible PVC have been included in the proposed derogation. However, as flexible PVC has greater potential for leaching lead than rigid PVC, RAC considers that some of the articles produced using flexible PVC recyclate should be co-extruded, with virgin PVC encapsulating the recycled PVC to prevent leaching during article service life.

8. The Forum advice raised the issue that the use of 'stabiliser' in paragraph 1 of the proposal would be difficult to enforce, especially in relation to articles that had been produced from recycled PVC. Therefore the Dossier Submitter, supported by RAC, proposed not to include the term 'stabiliser' in the entry, but to specifically derogate the two lead chromate substances (lead sulfochromate yellow and lead chromate molybdate sulfate red) that are known to be used in PVC (including for authorised uses) and that would now be inadvertently included in the restriction. There was no intention to change the scope of the Dossier Submitter in changing the wording, simply to express the intention in a different way. However, it was agreed that the risks identified by the Dossier Submitter would equally apply to lead compounds that were not used as stabilisers (even if they were not specifically included in the original proposal) as they would result in additional lead emission to the environment. ECHA will consider a further restriction on the use of lead chromate pigments in PVC articles under article 69(2) of REACH. RAC notes that, with the exception of the two substances used as pigments identified above, no information was received in the PC to support a view that any other lead compounds are used in PVC for non-stabilising uses. This issue will be further explored in the SEAC draft opinion PC.

---

1 Fittings for pipes e.g. joints, elbows, flanges (EU CN commodity code 3917 40 / EUROSTAT 2016 Prodcom code 22.21.29.70); Plastic fittings for furniture, coachwork or the like (EU CN commodity code 3926 30 / EUROSTAT 2016 Prodcom category 22.29.26.10)
THE OPINION OF SEAC

SEAC has formulated its opinion on the proposed restriction based on an evaluation of the information related to socio-economic impacts documented in the Annex XV report and submitted by interested parties as well as other available information as recorded in the Background Document. SEAC considers that the restriction proposed by the Dossier Submitter on lead stabilisers in PVC articles is the most appropriate Union wide measure to address the identified risks, as concluded by RAC, taking into account the proportionality of its socio-economic benefits to its socio-economic costs, provided that the conditions are modified, as proposed by RAC and SEAC.

SEAC proposes the same conditions of the restriction as RAC (see above).
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE OPINION OF RAC AND SEAC
IDENTIFIED HAZARD, EXPOSURE/EMISSIONS AND RISK

Justification for the opinion of RAC

Description of and justification for targeting of the information on hazard(s) and exposure/emissions) (scope)

Summary of proposal:

Several human health hazards have been identified for lead and its compounds and EFSA has recommended that steps should be taken to reduce human exposure to lead in general within the EU. Based on this health concern, the proposal aims to restrict the placing on the market of PVC articles stabilised using lead compounds. The aim is to protect the general public from exposure to lead through direct contact with such articles and, more particularly, from environmental emissions both during the service life of the articles (including indoor dust) and from their treatment and disposal as waste.

Several lead compounds can be used to stabilise PVC. The proposal groups them together because the toxic moiety of concern is the lead cation. Lead compounds cannot stabilise PVC in a satisfactory way at concentrations below approximately 0.5 % (w/w). The proposed concentration limit of 0.1 % (w/w) would therefore ensure that the intentional addition of lead compounds as stabilisers during PVC compounding in the EU can no longer occur, and ensure that imported articles (quantities of which have been increasing in recent years) meet the same standards.

The proposal includes polymers and copolymers of PVC, since additional comonomers (other than vinyl chloride) are often used to derive PVC-based copolymers. For example, vinyl acetate is a common comonomer of PVC (used to increase heat resistance). PVC containing copolymers still require stabilisation, and their inclusion in the restriction prevents a loophole whereby addition of a small amount of a second monomer could be used to exclude an article from the scope of the proposed restriction.

A transitional period of 24 months after entry into force is proposed to allow the use of existing stocks and to ensure that effective supply chain communication on the details of the restriction can occur.

The Dossier Submitter’s proposal included several derogations:

1) A 15-year derogation was proposed to allow the recycling of PVC, which was considered by the Dossier Submitter as an effective risk management measure to prevent end-of-life release of lead to the environment, to continue as a viable waste management practice. The derogation comprises a lead concentration limit of 1 % w/w for an exhaustive list of article types considered to have relatively low potential to result in human exposure to lead during their service life. The derogation was not intended to allow the continued use of lead compounds to stabilise recycled PVC, but recognises that PVC recylcate will typically contain residual lead from the legacy use of lead-based stabilisers (and potentially lead-containing pigments) when the PVC material was originally produced.
2) A 10-year derogation was proposed to allow the continued use of lead compounds to stabilise PVC-silica separators in lead-acid batteries in the absence of a suitable alternative.

3) To prevent double regulation, other derogations were proposed for PVC articles already covered under existing legislation.

4) For the second hand market (consistent with Entry 63 of Annex XVII concerning lead and its compounds in articles supplied to the general public that can be mouthed by children).

**RAC conclusion(s):**

RAC concludes that the purpose of the restriction and reasons for the proposed derogations are clear. It only applies to finished articles (not PVC recyclate itself). The restriction specifically relates to use of lead compounds as stabilisers in PVC since this is the application that has been considered in the proposal, but in principle any use of lead in PVC is relevant to the identified risk. The restriction text is clear that intentional addition of lead stabilisers during any part of the production process for PVC articles for supply to the EU is not permitted, but specifying stabiliser use in the restriction text would complicate enforcement. Use of two lead compounds as pigments\(^2\) in PVC has been authorised in the EU under REACH\(^3\). As these specific uses were outside of the scope of the assessment performed by the Dossier Submitter they need to be excluded from the scope of the restriction by means of a derogation.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion:**

The grouping of all lead compounds is appropriate to prevent substitution with lead-containing substances that are not currently registered for this application (since they would pose a similar level of hazard) and to facilitate enforcement based on lead content.

During public consultation, Industry confirmed that no lead-based stabilisers need to be added in the production of articles made from PVC recyclate (levels of lead-based stabilisers in the recyclate may be sufficient and, if not, calcium-based alternatives can be used).

RAC notes that it is possible for lead to be present in PVC due to uses other than as stabilisers (e.g. use of two lead-chromate pigments have been granted a REACH authorisation). Restriction of any lead present in PVC (regardless of intended function) would contribute to addressing the risks identified in the proposal. In addition, it might not be readily apparent why lead is present in an article, so specifying a particular use might not be helpful from an enforcement perspective (the Forum for enforcement indicated in their advice that the restriction will be simpler to enforce if enforcement authorities do not have to demonstrate the function of any lead detected in PVC above the relevant concentration limit). Supply chain communication is likely to be important in this context, and several certification schemes exist in the EU that may be relevant. However, RAC recognises that a derogation from the restriction is needed for uses of lead pigments as these substances were not within the scope of the restriction proposal requested by the Commission or the analysis undertaken by the Dossier Submitter. ECHA plan to address the use of lead chromate pigments in imported

\(^2\) Lead sulfochromate yellow (EC No: 215-693-7) and Lead chromate molybdate sulfate red (EC No: 235-759-9)
\(^3\) A further lead pigment, lead chromate, has also been authorised but not for use in PVC.
10 articles in an Article 69(2) restriction proposal.

Description of the risk(s) addressed by the proposed restriction

Information on hazard(s)

Summary of proposal:

Lead compounds have a harmonised classification under the CLP Regulation as toxic to organs through prolonged or repeated exposure by inhalation or ingestion (H373). The most critical effects are developmental neurotoxicity, effects on blood pressure and chronic kidney disease. In particular, a safe blood lead concentration has yet to be established for negative impacts on IQ in children, and so lead is regarded as a non-threshold substance. This was the basis for the restriction on lead compounds in consumer articles that can be mouthed by children (Entry 63 of Annex XVII to REACH). EFSA also concluded that there is no evidence for a threshold for renal effects in adults. The Annex XV report therefore takes a qualitative approach to risk assessment.

Lead is also harmful to the environment. The Annex XV report presents information on environmental hazards, but these are not used in the risk characterisation so are not summarised here.

RAC conclusion(s):

RAC concludes that a threshold for neurodevelopmental effects in children as well as renal effects in adults has not been established, although this may need further review for future risk management purposes. Minimising the possibility that child brain development can be affected by lead exposure will also serve to reduce other effects (e.g. on blood pressure).

Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):

The proposed restriction is based on the same human health concern as previous restriction proposals for lead that RAC has already given an opinion on, so RAC has not re-evaluated the underlying data. A key difference is that whereas RAC previously derived a maximum lead exposure value (0.05 μg/kg bw per day, relating to a likely increase in blood lead level of 1.2 µg/L and potentially equivalent to an IQ reduction of 0.1 point), a tolerable level has not been assumed for this proposal.

No threshold has been scientifically established for the neurotoxic/neurodevelopmental properties of lead; previous RAC opinions indicate that lead causes IQ deficits in children at blood lead levels lower than 10 µg/L, which is below typical levels found in European children (15–20 µg/L in Western Europe, 30–50 µg/L in Central and Eastern Europe). RAC therefore agrees that current blood lead levels need to be lowered, and notes that this is not disputed by the REACH Registrants in their CSRs for lead compounds.

Comments submitted during public consultation (#1518, #1659) suggest that an expert review sponsored by the Australian Government highlighted that there is insufficient evidence to support a causal relationship between blood lead levels less than 10 µg/L and adverse neurological development in children. However, this analysis is not reflected in the report’s conclusions. For example, the introduction of the review states “it appears that no threshold can be identified for developmental neurotoxicity…” (NHMRC, 2015a). The existence of a threshold is not discussed further, but NHMRC (2015b) concludes:
Minimising lead exposure remains a long-term goal for Australian governments...

Reducing the amount of lead in our environment (e.g. in soil, dust, air and products) as much as possible will reduce the risk of harm to future generations, especially for young children and unborn babies.

NHMRC analysed 14 additional studies to those included in the two extensive reviews by US NTP (2012) and US EPA (2013). Whilst these additional studies do not affect the report’s conclusions, comment #1659 suggests that these conclusions reflect a policy position rather than a detailed evaluation of the available scientific evidence on causation or dose response, and asks RAC to re-evaluate all relevant evidence published since the 2010 EFSA evaluation. In contrast, other comments (e.g. #1609, #1672 and #1674) emphasise that lead is a potent toxic substance with a complex range of toxic effects at low doses, which might potentially include carcinogenicity and endocrine disruption.

The assumption of no safe threshold is important for both this and previous restrictions, as well as for future regulatory risk management measures under REACH (e.g. authorisation applications). It may also affect the way lead is regulated under other European legislation (e.g. in drinking water, food, sewage sludge and air). For example, permissible lead levels in sewage sludge for application to land were established more than two decades ago. Given the complexities of the evidence, the Commission may wish to consider a review of all relevant toxicological data published to ensure that a consistent set of regulatory trigger concentrations for relevant environmental media is available for lead, in the interests of human health protection.

Information on emissions and exposures

Summary of proposal:

The dossier considers two routes of exposure:

(1) Direct exposure to lead through contact with PVC articles

The Dossier Submitter does not consider that the use of lead compounds as stabilisers in PVC will lead to significant direct exposure of the general population to lead (through mouthing or via direct and prolonged contact with skin). However, the Dossier Submitter highlights that lead compounds used as stabilisers in certain PVC articles may have greater potential for direct exposure to lead. In particular, infants and young children could be considered to have greater potential for direct and prolonged contact with PVC flooring and interior wall coverings, or dusts that collect on surfaces (due to hand-to-mouth exposure).

For example, Norman et al. (1997) found that PVC mini-blinds (venetian blinds) were the predominant source of lead exposure for 8 out of 92 (9 %) children aged 6 – 72 months who had been selected for further investigation in the USA due to elevated blood lead concentrations (lead was measured in dust and was confirmed to have resulted from the degradation of PVC rather than other sources, such as lead paint).

Similarly, concentrations of lead recovered (by wiping) from the surface of 20 PVC window profile samples (manufactured in 1990 and 2006) were reported to range from 0.14 to 0.45 μg/cm² (Sleeuwenhoek and van Tongeren, 2006). These measurements were intended to replicate dermal transfer relevant to potential hand-to-mouth exposure. However, no specific
information is available in the literature on the contribution of PVC articles in general to overall lead levels in indoor dusts.

The diffusion rates of lead from PVC water pipes into drinking water are acknowledged to be low and result in concentrations of lead below relevant drinking water standards.

(2) Indirect exposure to lead via the environment

The Dossier Submitter has estimated the magnitude of (total) environmental releases of lead from PVC articles during their service life and following their treatment and disposal as waste. The model is complex and built on a large number of assumptions. A key consideration is that releases may potentially occur at an unspecified time in the future (in some cases more than 50 years after entering service given the types of articles within scope) rather than during a specific year, depending on how the article is disposed of (similar to the approach previously taken in a REACH restriction proposal for the flame retardant decabromodiphenyl ether)\(^4\).

Service life

In use, PVC articles may release lead compounds to the atmosphere (including indoor air), land and/or water due to abrasion, polymer degradation (caused by light and heat) and diffusion processes. The extent of release will vary depending on the type of article and the way it is used (e.g. indoors or outdoors).

The Dossier Submitter has used a default release factor of 0.01 % as cited in the OECD emission scenario document for plastics additives to represent losses during the service life of all PVC articles (no specific receiving compartment is mentioned). Additional service life release estimates based on empirical diffusion rates of lead from various article types, including flexible (soft) PVC articles, were submitted during public consultation (comment #1553 and #1663). In these comments it was assumed that there are no service life releases from some article types because of (for example) encapsulation of lead-containing PVC by virgin PVC material, or use in internal parts. The figures therefore represent current and future use of recycled PVC rather than legacy use, and do not account for losses that could occur in addition to diffusion, for example through degradation or abrasion of the polymer matrix.

In general, the data support the data reported in the Background Document that release factors for soft PVC applications are greater than those for rigid PVC applications. The greatest release factors are associated with flexible PVC articles used for ‘roofing and waterproofing’ due to a relatively high surface area to volume ratio combined with a relatively long estimated service life of 20 years. The Dossier Submitter estimates a release factor of up to 2 % for this application, compared to 0.4 % in traffic management, 0.03 % in mats for stables and greenhouses and 0.01 % in monolayer pipes).

In terms of overall releases, the amounts of lead predicted to arise from traffic management articles (e.g. base of cones) are similar to those from roof tiles / waterproofing, reflecting the greater amount of PVC used in the former application. However, the release rate was based on the assumption of a relatively thin layer of PVC, which is a worst case approach.

---

Waste disposal

Waste PVC articles can be disposed of in a number of ways and therefore cause different releases and emissions of lead to the environment:

- They can be exported from the EU for disposal or re-use elsewhere. For this pathway the releases of lead are not estimated.

- PVC articles disposed direct to landfill are considered to be relatively stable with limited potential for lead release from the PVC matrix, although some release is expected over time. The release factor for lead from municipal landfill is in the range 0.004 – 0.01 % to water (REACH registration data based on reviewed measured leachate data) and 0 – 0.16 % to soil (the lower value assumes that the landfill membrane is impermeable, and the upper value is a default from the ECHA R.18 guidance).

- Despite pollution abatement measures, PVC articles disposed to municipal waste incinerators may give rise to direct emissions. The release factor for lead from incinerators is in the range 0.03 – 0.06 % to air (based on a default from the ECHA R.18 guidance and a consultant’s report included in the REACH CSRs that reviewed measured data), 0.007 % to water (wet-cleaning facilities only, based on a consultant’s report included in the REACH CSRs that reviewed measured data) and 0.6 % to sludge that ends up in hazardous waste landfill (based on a consultant’s report included in the REACH CSRs that reviewed measured data).

However, the vast majority of the lead entering the incinerator will end up in two forms of ash: around 37 % in incinerator fly ash (also described as air pollution control residue) from air scrubbing systems, and around 63 % in incinerator bottom ash (the relative amounts are estimated in a consultant’s report included in the REACH CSRs). Fly ash is acknowledged to be heavily contaminated with soluble (potentially mobile) metal compounds, which can be readily released through leaching. EU waste legislation requires that fly ash is carefully managed. Stabilisation of fly ash (e.g. solidification with binders such as cement, washing or various chemical or thermal treatments) prior to disposal in hazardous waste landfill can be successful in reducing the leaching potential of lead (and other heavy metals). However, acceptance criteria for hazardous waste landfill allow wastes that have some lead leaching potential (albeit at relatively low rates) to be disposed, implying that lead cannot be considered to be completely contained within stabilised hazardous waste over the expected lifetime of a hazardous waste landfill. In addition, ‘end of waste’ protocols in place for the re-use of fly ash as aggregate in the construction industry can also permit low rates of lead leaching. The Dossier Submitter assumes a release factor for lead from hazardous waste landfill in the range 0.01 – 3.2 % to water (based on the OECD ESD for service life emissions for plastic additives and a default from the ECHA R.18 guidance) and 0 – 0.16 % to soil (same as for municipal landfill).

- Incinerator bottom ash (IBA) may be disposed of to landfill, or can be re-used in some circumstances in the construction industry (e.g. in aggregates for roads). Releases to groundwater from this re-use are assumed to arise from leaching, and are in the range 0.01 – 0.32 % (based on the OECD ESD for service life emissions for plastic additives).
and combined defaults for soil and water from the ECHA R.18 guidance). This is applied to the entire tonnage of lead in IBA.

Recycling of PVC articles can also give rise to emissions to air (from grinding and milling) and possibly surface waters (e.g. due to waste water arising from washing processes). The DossierSubmitter only considers a release of 0.02 % to air (based on an ECHA default release of dusts from plastic material of 10 % during shredding/milling, further corrected for the average concentration (1.5 %) of lead in PVC articles and the effectiveness of dust filters).

The total amount of lead estimated to be present in lead-stabilised PVC articles placed on the EU market in 2016 was 1 057 – 4 579 tonnes (of which imported articles account for at least 60 %). This range is a result of information provided by European producers of the lead stabilisers and import statistics for plastic articles. It involves a series of assumptions, including:

- the amount of manufactured PVC that is exported,
- the market share of companies who are not known to have already voluntarily phased out the use of lead stabilisers,
- excluding articles subject to other legislation,
- conversion of mass of stabiliser to mass of lead,
- the fraction of imported plastic articles that are made from PVC,
- the fraction of imported PVC articles that contain lead stabilisers, and
- the average lead content of imported PVC articles (1.5 %).

The release model uses this tonnage range along with the lower and upper bound release factors described above and assumptions about the proportion of PVC waste disposed via different routes in the future (based on industry predictions) as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Contribution of waste management options to total waste (Tauw IA, 2013)](image-url)
There are relatively large uncertainties in the input parameters, so a probabilistic modelling approach (using Monte Carlo simulation) was adopted to (a) integrate the variability in the input parameters and (b) estimate the most likely releases from within the theoretical minimum and maximum extremes of the model. The model was re-run 100,000 times with different values for the input parameters selected from within the lower and upper bound ranges on each occasion. On each model run, a year of disposal was selected from between 2025 to 2065, to take account of different proportional splits of PVC waste disposed of in landfill, incinerated and recycled. The model was weighted such that a year of disposal is ten times more likely to be from the later part of the range than the earlier part, recognising that PVC articles have a relatively long service life and are therefore more likely to be disposed in 50 years, than in 10.

The resulting estimated (total) lead releases are summarised in Table 1.

*Table 1. Lead releases from PVC articles placed on the EU market in 2016 (estimated via Monte Carlo analysis) (tonnes)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle stage</th>
<th>25th percentile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>75th percentile</th>
<th>% of overall release (based on median values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service life</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling of articles</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal landfill</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal incineration</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:  
a) Includes releases associated with long-term disposal of fly-ash and from the re-use of incinerator bottom ash in construction projects.  
b) Due to the characteristics of the Monte Carlo simulation the sum of the estimates for the different life-stages at 25th percentile, median and 75th percentile are not necessarily consistent with corresponding estimates of total releases.  
c) These release figures include an assumption of limited continuing use of lead stabilisers within the EU due to supply by a very small number of companies that were not part of the voluntary initiative. These companies have since confirmed to ECHA that they no longer supply lead compounds for this use in the EU, which will reduce the numbers very slightly.

The minimum total estimated release is 0.4 tonnes and the maximum is 34 tonnes. The disposal phase accounts for approximately 95 % of the estimated median emissions (the remainder being released during service life). Since the majority of the European PVC industry has already phased out the use of lead compounds as PVC stabilisers, around 90 % of the total estimated emissions are attributable to PVC articles imported into the EU during 2016.

Any lead released to the environment during use or disposal of PVC articles can potentially end up in air, soil (e.g. due to atmospheric deposition or sewage sludge application to land) and/or surface water. Consequently, it may be present in drinking water or human foodstuffs, which are the assumed primary routes of human exposure (EFSA has concluded that food and water are the most important sources of lead exposure for the general population).

Lead is regulated as a food and drinking water contaminant in the EU. According to EFSA (2010), the average consumption of lead (from all sources, not just PVC) for adults in the European population was estimated to be 0.36 – 1.24 μg/kg bw per day. Drinking water was considered to account for 4 % of this exposure. The Dossier Submitter has not attempted to convert the estimated releases from PVC applications into likely human exposure
concentrations via diet, air or drinking water. The argument is that this is not necessary given the non-threshold nature of the toxicological end point of concern.

The Dossier Submitter considers that occupational exposure is well-controlled, based on information from the CSRs. No estimate is provided of environmental releases from the manufacture of lead stabilisers or their use in PVC processing (N.B. only article production is in scope of the restriction) or article production. A specific exposure scenario for the use of PVC in lead-acid batteries has not been considered either, although the tonnage used in batteries is included in the total tonnage of stabiliser used for the preceding calculations (end-of-life handling of lead-acid batteries is also subject to specific legislation).

The Annex XV report lists further anthropogenic sources of lead that can be directly and indirectly released to the environment, including:

- metal production and processing,
- electricity / heat generation,
- (legacy) lead-based paint systems,
- use of lead ammunition,
- automotive applications (lead-acid batteries), and
- metallic lead-based water distribution systems.

The level of release from industrial point sources has been estimated to be approximately 500 tonnes/year across the EU based on pollution inventory data (with around 90 tonnes arising from waste and waste water management). Assessments by the lead industry suggest lead emissions of about 30 000 tonnes/year (85% of which is attributable to the use of lead shots). In addition, lead is a naturally occurring substance, but there is no comparison of how releases from PVC compare with natural sources.

RAC conclusion(s):

RAC concludes that the Dossier Submitter has taken a realistic worst case approach. Although limited information on actual human exposures arising from use and disposal of PVC is presented, RAC concludes that the direct exposure of the general population from the use of lead stabilisers in PVC can occur but is likely to be less significant than the indirect exposure route via the environment. Information from the USA demonstrates elevation of blood lead levels in young children arising from proximity to miniblinds. In certain worst case scenarios (e.g. a child’s bedroom equipped with PVC venetian or mini-blinds and vinyl flooring/interior wall coverings), direct exposure of children and infants to “lead-rich” dusts could therefore occur. However, the Dossier Submitter has not estimated human exposure levels arising from dusts contaminated with lead derived from PVC.

RAC also considers that PVC is a minor source of indirect exposure to lead via the environment compared to other sources (e.g. use of lead shots). The maximum estimated emission from PVC of 34 tonnes/year is about 0.1 % of the total.

RAC notes that the Dossier Submitter’s conclusion that waste disposal accounts for the majority of emissions may create an unintended perception that waste sites are associated
with unacceptable releases, whereas in fact emissions from such sites are subject to specific controls under EU legislation (e.g. via permits).

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

RAC considers that the Dossier Submitter has selected the best available information to estimate releases, and has used an appropriate model to take account of the large uncertainty in the relatively high number of input parameters. Limited data provided during public consultation (#1544) provide some reassurance that potential emissions from incinerator fly ash are covered by the range of emission factors used. Nevertheless, the estimated emissions can be considered to be a relevant “order of magnitude” indication and should not be over-interpreted. In particular, the amount of lead actually placed on the EU market in PVC during 2016 is not known and some of the release factors are defaults, which may not be realistic when applied to the whole tonnage. This especially concerns article service life and some parts of the waste disposal phase. For example, the Dossier Submitter’s analysis of the release estimates submitted by industry during public consultation (comment #1553 and #1663) indicates that release factors for some flexible PVC article types (such as roofing) are significantly higher than 0.01 %, and these may still underestimate releases over the entirety of an article’s service life. It is therefore possible that the default assumption will underestimate total service life losses to some extent.

Comments submitted during public consultation (#1609, #1671) highlight that the release estimates provided in the dossier for the use of lead stabiliser assume that PVC articles produced from PVC recyclate would not result in further lead emissions during their subsequent service life. This is an oversight, but service life emissions are relatively low compared to those at the end-of-life stage (approximately 5 % of overall emissions are estimated to occur during service life) so this is unlikely to be significant (especially if the recyclate is encapsulated).

A second important factor is that the approach assumes that all of the lead released from PVC is potentially available for human exposure at an unspecified point in the future (spanning several decades). So, whereas use in PVC during 2016 is estimated to give rise to potential emissions in the region of 4 – 10 tonnes (interquartile range), the potential for human exposure also depends on the partitioning (e.g. sedimentation) and transport of lead in the environment and its bioavailability. Lead in incinerator ash will be in the form of oxides and other compounds like sulfates, carbonates and phosphates. Within anaerobic landfills and sediments, other types of lead compounds may form (e.g. sulfides) which are much less water soluble and so less mobile.

Some relevant information on environmental fate and distribution is provided in the Annex XV report, but this is not carried through to the exposure assessment. RAC therefore considers that the annual amount of lead actually reaching the receptor (e.g. children) from PVC sources via the environment is likely to be much lower than the 4 – 10 tonnes estimated to be released, but acknowledges that it is not possible to estimate by how much due to the lack of appropriate modelling methodologies.

Service life emissions are not relevant for use of lead in separators for batteries. Comment #1610 received during public consultation highlights that such separators are not suitable for recycling and are mostly incinerated in Europe, so this is accounted for in the emission estimates.
Characterisation of risk(s)

Summary of proposal:

Releases of lead from PVC articles into the environment are used as a proxy for risk, since lead is a non-threshold toxic substance and the risks to humans via the environment caused by its use in PVC cannot be adequately addressed in a quantitative way (e.g. by derivation of DNELs or PNECs). In addition, direct exposure through contact with PVC articles may also lead to a non-quantifiable risk to sensitive human receptors (e.g. children and infants) if the lead stabiliser can be emitted in a relevant form (such as in dusts). The Dossier Submitter has therefore followed the same approach that has been used in previous reports for other substances for which a threshold cannot be derived (e.g. PBT/vPvB substances such as decaBDE, and the neurotoxic phenylmercury compounds). The reduction of lead releases achieved by the proposed restriction is used as an estimate of risk reduction capacity of the proposed restriction.

Manufacturing of the stabiliser substance and formulation of the stabiliser mixtures is not proposed to be restricted by the Dossier Submitter. According to available information, the occupational exposures in manufacturing and use of lead stabilisers are well controlled below the EU binding airborne lead limit of 0.15 mg/m$^3$ and the biological exposure limit of 70 μg/dL. Taking this into account, the Dossier Submitter decided to target the proposal on the use of stabilisers in PVC articles. As manufacture is not restricted, the export of the stabiliser is also not restricted.

Risks to the environment may also be relevant, but this has not been addressed in the Annex XV report.

RAC conclusion(s):

RAC concludes that the proposed restriction will help to reduce anthropogenic releases of lead to the European environment. Environmental emissions are expected to arise from the use and especially the disposal of articles at the end of their service life. Releases at the end of service life are very difficult to manage and will make a (small) contribution to overall human exposure and therefore risk for this non-threshold substance.

RAC also concludes that the proposed restriction will help to reduce direct human exposure to lead through contact with PVC articles. RAC notes that there are specific article types (e.g. mini-blinds and potentially vinyl flooring/interior wall coverings) that may pose a relatively greater risk than other articles for this exposure route if the outer layer contains lead. Similarly, indirect exposure may be higher for some article types (especially those made from soft PVC, such as roofing tiles), particularly where the recycled PVC is not encapsulated or otherwise protected from weathering and abrasion. This should be taken into account when considering derogations from the proposed restriction.

Occupational exposure and risk are not the focus of the proposal (manufacture of lead stabilisers is out of the scope). Health risks for workers involved with PVC production, waste treatment and recycling are controlled by Occupational Health and Safety legislation. Production of PVC mixtures (e.g. as masterbatch) stabilised with lead would still be permitted, but as manufacture of lead-stabilised PVC articles would no longer be allowed and lead content in PVC recyclate will decline with time, worker exposure to lead may reduce further in the long term.
There are potential risks to the environment from use of lead compounds as stabilisers in PVC (including at manufacturing and processing sites), but no assessment is presented so no opinion can be given.

Risks from use in separators for batteries have not been quantified but are likely to be very low.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

The Dossier Submitter justifies their approach to qualitative assessment by citing the requirements of Annex I of REACH, paragraph 6.5. In principle, the lack of a relevant threshold for toxic effects creates difficulties in producing a reliable risk characterisation for the wide range of potential receptors (i.e. people or wildlife). This is why emissions are used as a proxy for risk for environmental end points in particular. In this case, children/infants are a sensitive receptor, and whilst it should be possible to make an estimate of their exposure from this source (i.e. PVC), the absence of reliable methodological approaches for modelling exposure to metals via the environment makes this problematic. In addition, the non-threshold nature of the health concern means that risks are difficult to quantify with certainty even where exposure is known.

In the absence of a detailed exposure assessment or comparative data for other lead sources, it is not possible to comment on the relative contribution that PVC makes to overall human exposure to lead, although it is likely to be relatively very small.

Industry submitted further information on releases to help justify derogation of additional article types. Service life releases are estimated to make a relatively small contribution to the overall environmental exposure of lead from PVC. However, from a risk perspective it may be inappropriate to derogate articles with a relatively high potential for release during service life (both direct and indirect), depending on the amounts of lead involved.

For example, based on industry information, overall service life releases from roof tiles and road furniture (such as road cones and cable ramps for traffic management) are likely to be of a similar order of magnitude, and relatively much greater than rigid monolayer pipes (used in sewerage networks or for technical applications e.g. improving ground stability).

Other article types (e.g. multi-layer hoses, noise insulation sheets, and mats for stables/greenhouses) have intermediate overall releases (though still generally low). Emissions have not been properly quantified for a range of other article types industry proposed for derogation (e.g. footwear/boots for professionals, rain gutter cladding, fascia, liners, waterproofing sheets and other rigid PVC applications such as wall and stable equipment, compounding, honeycombed thermoformed films for cooling towers, drainage elements, and bases and elements for brooms).

It is therefore very difficult for RAC to rank the various article types on the basis of risk. It is worth noting, however, that risks can be minimised by encapsulation of the recycled PVC by virgin PVC material, or enclosure within an article so that it is not exposed to weathering, abrasion, etc. Therefore in principle many types of article might be expected to pose a lower risk if the lead is not in the external layer.
Uncertainties in the risk characterisation

As described in the preceding sections, the assessment is based on a large number of assumptions, including the non-threshold nature of the hazard, the quantities of lead in PVC articles currently on the market (especially from imports) and release factors for various stages of the life cycle. In addition, environmental risks are not addressed.

Evidence if the risk management measures and operational conditions implemented and recommended by the manufactures and/or importers are not sufficient to control the risk

Summary of proposal:

Whilst use of lead stabilisers within the EU has been voluntarily phased out, users are not prevented from switching back. Recycling keeps lead in the technosphere, but most PVC articles containing recyclate will presumably eventually be incinerated or landfilled, and article manufacturers/importers have limited control over this phase of the life cycle. In addition, PVC imports have steadily increased in the last decade. Lead emissions associated with imported PVC articles will therefore continue to add to the total lead stock of the EU environment. Exposure (particularly from the end-of-life stage) and therefore risk will therefore continue to occur in the absence of EU legislative action.

RAC conclusion(s):

RAC concludes that current risk management measures are insufficient to prevent ongoing lead releases from imported articles, and potentially also from some types of recycled PVC articles.

Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):

N/A

Evidence if the existing regulatory risk management instruments are not sufficient

Summary of proposal:

Lead and its compounds have been extensively regulated at national, Union and global level. This is reflected in the large number of sector-specific Union legislative acts that restrict the use of lead or its compounds in mixtures, articles and consumer products based on the risks posed to human health and the environment.

A detailed (but non-exhaustive) inventory of existing Union legal requirements and international agreements related to the use of lead, can be found in the Appendix to Annex B.9 in the Background Document, separating general legislative frameworks, human health legislation and environmental legislation.

Various studies and assessments agree that lead in PVC articles is bound within the plastic matrix at the time of manufacture and has low inherent extractability during the service life of the main downstream uses. Overall, on the basis of the available data, it can be concluded that lead stabilised PVC articles release only small quantities of lead during their service life. However, it should be noted that since lead is a non-threshold toxic substance, a restriction on lead stabilisers in PVC would reduce additional exposure for consumers, including infants,
young children and pregnant women.

The principal risk addressed in this restriction report was described in a scientific opinion on lead in food by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA, 2010) and in previous REACH restriction reports (e.g. lead in consumer articles). Whilst it is acknowledged that human and environmental exposure to lead has decreased significantly over the last 20 to 30 years, exposure in the general population still exceeds the highest tolerable level with respect to the neurodevelopmental effects. Thus, any additional human exposure from food and non-food sources should be avoided (EFSA, 2010).

PVC articles can contribute to overall releases of lead to the atmosphere and water both during their service life (via degradation, abrasion and diffusion processes) and after disposal as waste.

**RAC conclusion(s):**

RAC concludes that there are no existing regulatory risk management instruments to limit and reduce releases of lead from PVC articles into the environment.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

N/A
JUSTIFICATION IF ACTION IS REQUIRED ON AN UNION WIDE BASIS

Justification for the opinion of RAC and SEAC

Summary of proposal:

Action on a Union-wide basis would reduce both environmental exposure and human exposure via the environment to non-threshold hazardous substances, and therefore also reduce risks. Human exposure to lead from this use can occur through direct and particularly through indirect (exposure via the environment) routes of exposure. EFSA (2010) concluded that there is no scientific evidence for a threshold for developmental neurotoxic effects in children as well as for renal effects in adults. The health concern as well as the marketing of PVC articles should be similar in all Member States, so regulating the risk at Union level is likely to offer the strongest protection. The proposal is aimed at reducing human exposure to lead from the use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC. The use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC has been phased out in the EU due to a voluntary industry agreement. However, an increasing trend in imports of PVC articles, which still may contain lead-based stabilisers, has been observed (see Table A1 in the Annex).

PVC articles containing lead-based stabilisers are placed on the market in all EU member states. EU-wide action ensures the protection of all EU citizens from lead exposure resulting from the use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC articles, while creating a level playing field for industry inside and outside the EU supplying the EU market.

RAC and SEAC conclusion(s):

Based on the key principles of ensuring a consistent level of protection across the Union and of maintaining the free movement of goods within the Union, SEAC and RAC support the view that any necessary action to address risks associated with the use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC should be implemented in all MS.

Key elements underpinning the RAC and SEAC conclusion(s):

SEAC notes that the assessment of the Dossier Submitter indicates that lead-based stabilisers are mainly used in imported PVC articles, which are placed on the market in all EU Member States. Therefore, it can be expected that lead emissions from these articles contribute to human exposure across the EU. Hence, Union-wide risk management measures should be taken to ensure a level playing field for industry in all Member States.
JUSTIFICATION WHETHER THE SUGGESTED RESTRICTION IS THE MOST APPROPRIATE EU WIDE MEASURE

Justification for the opinion of RAC and SEAC

Scope including derogations

Justification for the opinion of RAC

Summary of proposal:

The preferred restriction option is to restrict lead compounds used as stabilisers in PVC articles in concentrations equal to or greater than 0.1 % (w/w) with a 15-year derogation for certain building and construction articles produced from recycled PVC (with a higher restriction limit of 1 % w/w), a 10-year derogation for PVC silica separators in lead acid batteries, and derogations for second-hand articles and articles covered under existing EU legislation.

A second restriction option considered comprised the 0.1 % (w/w) limit but no derogations. A third restriction option considered proposed a slightly higher concentration limit of 0.5 % w/w for all PVC articles (which was assumed to be low enough to prevent intentional use of lead stabilisers but high enough to avoid any need to derogate PVC recycling), and included the derogation for PVC silica separators in lead acid batteries.

RAC conclusion(s):

RAC concludes that the proposed restriction of lead stabilisers in articles made from virgin PVC confirms current (voluntary) practice within the EU, and will reduce the import of lead-containing PVC articles from outside the EU. It is therefore an appropriate measure.

The lead concentration limit in some types of article made mainly from recycled PVC needs to be greater to facilitate the recycling of existing articles with long service lives, since they will contain concentrations of lead greater than 1 % w/w. RAC concludes that this is appropriate and necessary, since the alternative would be to divert such articles to landfill or incineration at the end of their service life rather than recycle them, which would increase emissions to the environment and not reduce risk. In addition, it will also incur additional environmental impacts such as increased raw material use and energy consumption in the production of new articles.

The 1 % limit proposed by the Dossier Submitter seems appropriate for derogated article types made from soft PVC recyclate, but a higher limit (e.g. 2 % w/w) may facilitate recycling of rigid PVC without changing the level of risk due to low expected emissions (particularly in articles where the recycled part is encapsulated, for example by virgin PVC, or otherwise prevented from coming into contact with people and/or water, etc.).

Following the public consultation, RAC agrees with the clarification of the derogated list of article types provided by the Dossier Submitter (including the addition of a small number of further article types to the list on the basis of limited risk).

RAC agrees that the derogation for PVC silica separators in batteries is appropriate in view of the low risk and lack of suitable alternatives.
The derogation of second-hand articles and articles subject to existing legislation is proportionate. Specifically, regarding the derogation related to RoHS, an exemption request was submitted by industry for electric windows and doors. When these article types contain recyclate stabilised with lead, they are produced by co-extrusion, whereby the recyclate is fully encapsulated by virgin PVC. In consequence, RAC agrees that direct releases from these applications are sufficiently controlled.

RAC does not see any need to adjust the derogation period, since it can be reviewed.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

In general, inclusion in a polymer matrix appears to limit (though not entirely prevent) the release of lead during service life. Recycling therefore significantly delays releases of lead associated with the end-of-life stage, and spreads service life releases over a longer time frame. Whilst this means that an undesirable substance will continue to circulate in the technosphere for a long time, it is still an effective form of risk management as it contributes to the minimisation of releases.

Conflicting requests were made over the proposed concentration limit during public consultation, due to either concerns about limiting recycling potential (e.g. #1513, #1521, #1547, #1550, #1633) or undesirable ‘contamination’ of the recycling loop (e.g. #1609 and #1674). In particular, RAC notes that a limit of 0.01 % (w/w) for virgin PVC has been in place in Denmark since 2000 (and a concentration of 0.02 % has been recommended for mini-blinds in the USA), suggesting that a limit below 0.1 % is technically feasible. However, whilst a lower limit may reduce risks further, the actual additional amount of risk reduction has not been assessed and the Dossier Submitter has pointed out that it would not change the effectiveness of the restriction (in terms of preventing use of lead compounds for PVC article manufacture). There may also be enforcement issues (e.g. should more than one analytical technique be needed to reliably measure a lower concentration). RAC does not know if the potential for unintentional contamination is a relevant issue, since Industry has not commented on the feasibility of a lower concentration limit. RAC notes that this issue will be addressed with a specific question in the second SEAC public consultation.

Regarding derogated articles, Industry requested that the concentration limit was increased to 2 % w/w, to avoid placing constraints on the amount of recyclate that could be re-used and avoid additional analysis and mixing. The Dossier Submitter points out that from the data provided it seems that recyclate from flexible (soft) PVC typically has lead contents below 1 % w/w. Recyclate originating from rigid PVC generally has higher concentrations and in some cases may exceed 1 % w/w (up to 2 % w/w). Whilst it is important not to set a limit so high that it allows intentional use of lead stabilisers, Industry (comment #1633) highlighted that to be sure of compliance at all times with a 1 % w/w limit without having to measure lead content at an impractical frequency and allowing for a large inventory of high/low lead content PVC for subsequent mixing, converters/recyclers would need an appropriate margin to take account of the variability of lead concentrations in the input stream.

Since the average lead concentration in recyclate appears to be around 1 % w/w and the standard deviation is around 0.5 % w/w, a limit of 2 % w/w would allow practical compliance with a notional 1 % w/w limit 95 % of the time. RAC considers that the allowable concentration limit in derogated articles could be greater than the 1 %w/w limit initially proposed by the Dossier Submitter in rigid PVC without substantially affecting the risk reduction potential of the restriction, particularly in cases where there is little potential for
release (e.g. where recycled PVC is completely encapsulated or used in articles that do not come into contact with people, light or water).

Counter-intuitively, a lower concentration limit in recycled PVC articles is likely to increase overall releases of lead from PVC and therefore risk. This is because a lower limit is likely to result in a larger portion of the end-of-life PVC articles (waste arising) being directed to the end-of-life disposal route associated with the greatest release to the environment (i.e. incineration) rather than being recycled. Indeed, the Dossier Submitter estimated that for each tonne of material that is not recycled there would be an average increase in lead releases of around 40 g (provided the current mix of disposal routes is maintained). The concentration limit does not need to be relaxed for applications involving flexible (soft) PVC.

Overall, RAC considers that the Dossier Submitter’s proposal for the concentration limit for rigid PVC (1 % w/w) should be modified (to 2 % w/w) to minimise the amount of lead-containing PVC that is diverted to waste disposal rather than being recycled. Whilst it is very difficult to reliably estimate the volume of PVC involved, a limit of 2 % w/w for rigid PVC will maximise the quantity of lead that can be retained within article types that have a low potential for release during service life.

Requests for additional derogations were submitted during public consultation based on release estimates prepared by industry (see exposure section). One comment (#1553) also suggested that specifying a ‘positive’ list of derogated articles will hinder the development of recycling markets, and therefore only a ‘negative list’ should be established to exclude applications where it is believed that the use of recyclate is inappropriate. RAC suggests that a positive list would provide greater clarity for both industry and enforcement authorities.

Ideally, the derogation list would be based on the likelihood of low indirect and direct exposure. However, as noted in the risk characterisation section above, it is very difficult for RAC to specifically rank risks from different article types, and no explicit criteria have been proposed. The critical issue is to avoid the presence of lead in external layers of any article types to which children can reasonably be exposed (e.g. interior surfaces). In principle many types of article that could be produced from PVC recyclate could be suitable for derogation if the recycled PVC is not used in the external layer (including articles made from soft PVC that are exposed to water and light). Therefore RAC considers that most article types currently produced using recyclate could be derogated with suitable caveats relating to encapsulation. If industry believes that additional article types should be derogated in future, they should be able to submit evidence to the Commission to justify their case.

The original derogation proposal was based on an existing restriction entry for cadmium, on the assumption that Industry and enforcers have developed experience with its application. The Dossier Submitter subsequently suggested to amend the list of derogated articles to provide some further clarification for article types made with rigid PVC. In particular, to minimise risks arising from direct human exposure. Specifically, the original proposal to derogate interior shutters and blinds was deleted and the derogation for doors, windows and interior walls was caveated by specifying enclosure within a layer of virgin PVC (expanded to also include exterior decking or terrace). RAC agrees with this approach.

Derogation of monolayer pipes that are used below ground to connect water systems in buildings to public sewerage networks or in technical applications (e.g. ground stability) might pose a low risk too (since the potential for direct human exposure is low). However, since
contact with wet soil might potentially lead to diffuse release from the outside of the pipe, RAC suggests that further information should be provided about the technical (in)feasibility of co-extrusion for such applications (as can be done for other types of pipe) to justify a potential derogation.

Articles made from flexible (soft) PVC tend to have somewhat higher release factors than rigid PVC. The relevance of this to risk depends on the amounts of PVC involved as well as whether the release is based on worst- or best-case assumptions. In principle, RAC considers that outdoor articles made from soft PVC (e.g. for roofing/waterproofing, road furniture and traffic management articles, and professional footwear) may contribute disproportionately to service life emissions (overall service life releases from road furniture are likely to be of a similar order of magnitude to roof tiles, so in theory pose a similar level of risk). Derogation of flexible PVC articles used outdoors is therefore only acceptable if the lead-containing recyclate layer is encapsulated (assuming this is technically feasible).

If it is proven that for some applications encapsulation is not technically feasible, it also needs to be examined if the soft PVC material currently used in these applications could be diverted and used in soft PVC applications with less potential for service life releases instead. That way releases would be controlled without diversion of PVC material to end-of-life disposal.

Some other applications of soft PVC (e.g. mats for stable and greenhouse uses, multi-layer hoses, noise insulation sheets) do not appear to result in significant direct or indirect human exposure during their service life, so could be derogated without encapsulation. In principle, mats for both soil stabilisation and industrial settings could also be derogated. However, similar to the use of monolayer pipes for ground stabilisation, use of mats for soil stabilisation could in theory lead to diffuse releases from contact with wet soil, so the technical (in)feasibility of encapsulation should be explored before derogation is granted. In addition, neither use was included in the latest cost-effectiveness calculations from industry so it is unclear if they are still relevant.

In addition, there is no explicit proposal from the Dossier Submitter to derogate several other article types requested by industry (examples include “other” rigid PVC applications such as “wall and stable equipment”, “honeycombed thermoformed films for cooling towers”, “drainage elements”, and brooms). In this respect, RAC can foresee ambiguity arising for Industry and enforcers without further guidance about whether these are included in the proposed derogations. Since the uses involve rigid PVC, RAC considers that they could be derogated in line with the considerations on encapsulation mentioned above.

Some comments received during public consultation requested longer (e.g. #1513) or shorter (e.g. #1662) time periods for derogated uses to continue. From a risk perspective, the length of the derogation period is not particularly important. It provides a target for phase out for industry and can be reviewed at any time to see if the assumptions remain valid. The Dossier Submitter has proposed 15 years as an appropriate length for the derogation, as the concentration of lead in articles containing recyclate is forecast to have reduced substantially over this period (estimated to be 40 % lower for window frames compared to current concentrations, as presented in the Background Document).

Any change in lead concentrations may not be detectable statistically within a shorter time period. Equally, a period longer than 15 years would also be inappropriate given the uncertainty in the release estimates. It is therefore advisable to re-assess the concentration of lead in PVC waste in the future in order to determine if the derogation is still needed or
whether it ought to be modified. A possible modification in the future could be to progressively reduce the concentration limit in the derogation in response to reductions in the lead concentration in PVC recyclate. RAC agrees with the Dossier Submitter that a 15 year derogation is a reasonable compromise between achieving a progressive reduction of lead concentrations in PVC recyclate and uncertainty.

**Justification for the opinion of SEAC**

**Summary of proposal:**

The Dossier Submitter proposed a restriction on lead and its compounds in all (except for the derogated) PVC articles with a concentration limit of 0.1% (w/w) for lead and a transitional period of 24 months. The restriction is expected to mainly affect imported PVC articles in building and construction applications, because lead-based stabilisers have been phased out in the EU due to a voluntary industry agreement. During the opinion making the Dossier Submitter clarified that the proposal refers to the use of lead-based stabilisers and not to other uses of lead in PVC.

Besides the proposed restriction (option 1), the Dossier Submitter has assessed two alternative restriction options: a restriction without any derogations (option 2) and a restriction with a higher concentration limit in the range between 0.1 to 0.5 % (w/w) and no derogation for recycled PVC (option 3). These options are discarded by the Dossier Submitter, because they were considered to be less proportionate than the proposed restriction due to negative impacts on industry and society at large mainly resulting from the constraints for PVC recycling (option 2 and 3). Moreover, a concentration limit up to 0.5% would be very close to the lead content that might result from the intentional use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC (e.g. 0.5 % can be used in pipes), which would complicate the enforceability of the restriction (option 3). Option 2 also could lead to difficulties for enforcement due to double-regulation, because other regulations on lead in PVC would not be exempted.

In addition to the restriction options, the Dossier Submitter analysed the appropriateness of other risk management options to address the identified risk, including legislative and non-legislative measures. Specifically, authorisation under REACH, Art. 68(2) of REACH, other EU directives (product safety legislation, Waste Framework Directive, Water Framework Directive, CLP Regulation, Construction Products Regulation), taxation, labelling instruments, voluntary agreements or information campaigns to consumers were examined. The Dossier Submitter concluded that none of these options are appropriate to address exposure to lead from the use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC, either because they are not as effective (e.g. because not all relevant articles or life-cycle stages would be covered) or as practical (e.g. because of lack of enforceability in the case of voluntary instruments) as a restriction under REACH.

In the proposed restriction, derogations are proposed for:

- recycled PVC:
  - Specific PVC articles (in building and construction applications) containing rigid recycled PVC with a concentration limit of 2.0% for a period of 15 years
  - Specific PVC articles (mainly in building and construction applications) containing soft recycled PVC with a concentration limit of 1.0% for a period of 15 years
- PVC-silica separators in lead acid batteries for a period of 10 years
- Articles covered under existing EU legislation
- Second-hand articles
- Lead pigments in PVC (added to clarify that the Dossier Submitter’s assessment was only intended to cover the use of lead and its compounds as stabilisers in PVC)

A **concentration limit** of 0.1 % (w/w) is expected to effectively prevent the intentional use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC, because a minimum concentration of 0.5 % of lead (w/w) is needed to achieve the required technical function (UV- and heat stability of the PVC material during production and service life).

A **transition period** of 24 months is considered to be sufficient to allow depleting existing stocks and to ensure that relevant information on the restriction can be efficiently communicated within the supply chains. According to the Dossier Submitter, a restriction with a concentration limit of 0.1 % lead in PVC would significantly constrain the **recycling of post-consumer PVC waste** (i.e. the waste arising at the end of the service life of PVC articles). Currently, more than 500 000 tonnes of PVC waste are recycled, of which approximately 60 % (350 000 tonnes) concerns rigid PVC applications (e.g. window frames, fitting and pipes).

It is expected that by 2020 (the likely year of entry into force of the proposed restriction) the volume of PVC waste to be recycled will rise to 800 000 tonnes. In order to comply with a concentration limit of 0.1% (w/w), recycling companies would only be able to use a small fraction of post-consumer PVC waste in the production of new PVC articles. This is because, post-consumer PVC waste typically contains lead at concentrations above 0.1 %. Usually the lead concentration ranges between 0 and 2 % depending on the PVC type (rigid or soft) and the use of lead in the original PVC material. The restriction without the derogation for recycling would limit the capacity to use post-consumer PVC waste, which in turn could render recycling not economically viable due to the extra costs of co-processing recycled and virgin PVC. At worst case, a limit of 0.1 % of lead could effectively end the recycling of post-consumer PVC waste in the EU (a detailed assessment of the impacts on PVC recycling is given by the Document Submitter in the Background). Accordingly, the Dossier Submitter expects the following socio-economic impacts, if the recycling of post-consumer PVC waste in rigid PVC applications would cease:

- releases of lead to the environment due to the disposal (incineration and landfilling) of PVC waste of about 23 t per year;
- additional disposal costs of about €60 million per year for the incineration and landfill of PVC waste that would not be recycled from 2020 onwards;
- an increase in the price of PVC articles due to a higher price of virgin PVC (the Dossier Submitter used a PVC window as an exemplary item to illustrate the potential price increase compared to current prices).

According to the Dossier Submitter, it can be expected that the restriction would result in the closure of most of the PVC-recycling companies in the EU, entailing job losses and value added forgone in the PVC recycling and conversion sectors. These impacts have not been assessed quantitatively by the Dossier Submitter. Industry has confirmed in their comments in the Public Consultation that there would be a significant negative socio-economic impact from including recycling of PVC into the scope of the proposed restriction.
In order to avoid these negative impacts and to allow the recycling of post-consumer PVC waste to continue, the Dossier Submitter originally proposed a concentration limit of 1 % (w/w) for certain types of articles used in building and construction applications containing recycled PVC and proposed a labelling requirement for such articles in order to be identifiable. When defining the articles, for which a derogation was considered to be justified, it was the intention of the Dossier Submitter to allow for the recycling of post-consumer PVC waste while keeping human exposure to lead as low as possible. The initial list of articles proposed by the Dossier Submitter was mainly based on the existing restriction of cadmium stabilisers in PVC (entry 23, Annex XVII of the REACH regulation). During the Public Consultation several comments from industry were received indicating that this list did not include all eligible articles and requesting an extension of the derogation in the form of a non-exhaustive list of articles (#1521, #1550, #1633). According to industry a number of applications using soft PVC (traffic management, roofing, mats, 3-layer hoses, noise insulation sheets, footwear and boots for professionals) and one rigid application (monolayer pipes) should be added to the derogation as originally proposed by the Dossier Submitter. To underpin this request, industry provided information on the PVC article types concerned, related volumes and emissions as well as on the economic impact of their inclusion in the proposed restriction (#1633). They assumed that the total annual volume, which is currently recycled and used for the requested derogations (approximately 150 000 tonnes), will be replaced by virgin PVC and that the lead-containing PVC that industry would no longer be able to use would be incinerated or landfilled. Based on these estimated costs and estimates of releases per application the cost-effectiveness was assessed and compared with the cost-effectiveness estimates of the original proposal. Taking into account the information from industry, RAC and the Dossier Submitter have reassessed and changed the list of derogated articles (see further discussion below).

The concentration limit of 1 % (w/w) originally proposed by the Dossier Submitter was based on a projection of lead concentrations in the PVC waste stream and in different articles containing recycled PVC based on modelling the material flow (Tauw, 2013). During the Public Consultation of the Annex XV report, industry commented that a limit of 1 % would be too low to allow current recycling activities and that a limit of 2 % would be necessary to ensure the use of post-consumer PVC without any limitation imposed by the proposed restriction.

During the opinion development, the Dossier Submitter has confirmed that virgin PVC, which is used together with recycle in the production of exempted PVC articles, shall comply with the limit of 0.1 %. This has been reflected in the revised proposal for the entry text.

In addition, The Dossier Submitter proposed that the derogation for recycled PVC shall be limited to a period of 15 years, based on an assessment of the projected concentration of lead in recycled PVC from 2020 to 2050 (also given by Tauw, 2013). Accordingly, the Dossier Submitter expects that after 2035 to 2040, the lead content of PVC waste would have decreased sufficiently to allow articles made with recycled PVC to comply with the proposed concentration limit for all PVC articles of 0.1 % (w/w) of lead. In order to account for the uncertainty in the available data on trends of the quantities of post-consumer PVC waste going to recycling and the lead content in post-consumer PVC waste, the Dossier Submitter recommends that the derogation is reviewed after 10 years from entry into force. The time limit of 15 years has also been challenged by industry in the Public Consultation as being too short. Industry indicated that lead is likely to be present in the material loop in concentrations above 0.1 % over a longer time period than expected by the Dossier Submitter considering the long service life of the relevant articles (e.g. 40 years for window profiles).

In addition, the Dossier Submitter proposed a derogation for PVC-silica separators used in lead-acid batteries. Information was submitted in ECHA’s call for evidence by a European
company claiming that the effect of a potential restriction on lead would impact the manufacture of microporous PVC separators in lead-acid based batteries due to a lack of technically feasible alternatives. This company (an SME) is the only European company that uses a lead stabiliser (tetralead trioxide sulphate) for producing these PVC-silica separators and indicated that it would need a period of approximately 10 years to replace the use of a lead-based stabiliser in the PVC used in the separators. The annual volume currently used has been communicated to ECHA, but was claimed as confidential. During the Public Consultation of the Annex XV report the company submitted further information on their R&D activities on different alternatives, the timeframe of the steps needed to substitute lead in the PVC separators as well as on the end of life of the PVC separators (#1610).

Furthermore, articles already covered by other EU legislation are proposed by the Dossier Submitter to be exempted from the restriction to avoid inconsistent and double regulation. These articles include food contact materials, electrical and electronic equipment, toys, packaging material and mouthable articles (covered by current restrictions under REACH).

Second-hand PVC articles containing lead-based stabilisers are also proposed by the Dossier Submitter to be excluded from the scope of the proposed restriction. This was justified by the Dossier Submitter on the basis that it would simplify the enforcement of the proposal, as inspection activities concerning the second-hand market are not easy to undertake by authorities. It was considered by the Dossier Submitter that the additional costs for carrying out inspections would not be proportionate to the risk reduction achieved.

During the opinion development, the Dossier Submitter specified that the restriction covers only lead substances used as stabilisers but not lead compounds used as pigments. To reflect this intention in the opinion text, the Dossier Submitter added a derogation for the use of lead sulfochromate yellow and lead chromate molybdate sulfate red in PVC.

SEAC conclusion(s):

SEAC concurs with the conclusion of the Dossier Submitter that the two additional restriction options are less appropriate than the proposal. SEAC also agrees with the arguments given by the Dossier Submitter related to the non-restriction options and considers that the options that have been assessed are likely to be less appropriate than a restriction under REACH.

SEAC concludes that the proposed scope is appropriate to achieve the aim of limiting the risks from lead used as lead-based stabilisers in PVC. In this respect, SEAC agrees that the derogations proposed by the Dossier Submitter improve the clarity and the proportionality of the restriction by keeping negative impacts on industry to a minimum, whilst still preventing the intentional use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC.
Based on the data provided by the Dossier Submitter and received in the Public Consultation, SEAC concludes that with no derogation for recycled PVC both options would result in greater costs to society without providing significantly greater risk reduction (see the assessment of the impacts on the recycling of PVC below). With regard to the concentration limit, SEAC notes that no information was provided in the Background Document or received in the Public Consultation indicating that a higher concentration limit than 0.1 % would be easier for industry to comply with. The consideration of other possible options, e.g. including a lower concentration limit as proposed in the Public Consultation on the Annex XV restriction report (#1674), could have strengthened the RMO analysis. However, the analysis conducted has provided sufficient justification for SEAC to agree that the proposed restriction is an appropriate EU-wide measure to address the risk from the use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC.

SEAC finds the derogation of recycled PVC to be appropriate taking into account that the recycling of PVC will postpone lead emissions, the articles to be derogated will have a very low potential to contribute to human exposure, and the available information on the socio-economic impact of limiting the recycling of PVC waste. Comments received in the Public Consultation of the SEAC draft opinion indicated that it might well be technically feasible to encapsulate articles made of recycled soft PVC in order to prevent leaching of lead during service life. However, such encapsulation techniques do not seem to be applied in practice yet and require additional investment from the companies concerned. Therefore, SEAC considers it to be reasonable to allow a longer transition period than the 24 months proposed by the Dossier Submitter for the respective articles (e.g. multi-layer hoses, roofing and waterproofing, road furniture and traffic management and professional footwear). However, SEAC did not receive sufficient information to determine for how many years the transition period should optimally last.

SEAC points out that the use of lead pigments in PVC also contributes to overall lead emissions, and derogating them may reduce the effectiveness of the proposed restriction in terms of reduction of total lead emissions from PVC. However, SEAC notes that the Dossier Submitter included this derogation to ensure that the wording of the proposal reflected the scope of its assessment (and the original request of the Commission to prepare the Annex XV dossier on the use of lead in PVC as stabilisers). Accordingly, the overall impact of the derogation is out of the scope of the restriction proposal evaluation, and thus not assessed by SEAC.

**Key elements underpinning the SEAC conclusion(s):**

The restriction proposal is targeted at reducing human exposure to lead compounds used as stabilisers in PVC articles. According to the Dossier Submitter, the restriction mainly (but not exclusively) addresses indirect exposure to humans via the environment. Overall, SEAC agrees that the proposed *scope* is appropriate to achieve the aim of limiting the risks from lead used as lead-based stabilisers in PVC. Specifically, as it:

- covers all articles made of PVC meaning that all emissions to the environment (except those that occur as a result of the proposed derogations) are addressed.

- sets a limit value of 0.1 % (w/w) of lead (as metal), which will effectively prevent the intentional use of lead-based stabilisers in PVC and will cover all possible lead compounds used as stabilisers.
During the Public Consultation of the Annex XV report, there have been requests to lower the concentration limit proposed by the Dossier Submitter to 0.01 %. RAC did not support this request, because it would not result in a significant additional risk reduction considering that a limit of 0.1 % will effectively prevent the intentional use of lead-based stabilisers. Moreover, comments received in the Public Consultation of the SEAC draft opinion indicated that a concentration limit of 0.01 % could cause problems to PVC converters who process both virgin and recycled PVC due to cross-contamination. However, a lower concentration limit would not pose higher costs in terms of analytical testing: Information received during the Public Consultation of the SEAC draft opinion confirmed that lead concentrations of 0.01 % could still be detected by using cost-effective analytical methods like XRF.

In the following, the appropriateness of the derogations proposed by the Dossier Submitter are discussed.

**Derogation for articles containing recycled PVC**

SEAC agrees with the conclusion that a restriction without a derogation for articles containing recycled PVC would hamper the recycling of post-consumer PVC waste. The information presented by the Dossier Submitter and submitted in the Public Consultation shows that

- lead-based stabilisers have been widely used in PVC articles in concentrations between approximately 0.5 and 2.5 % (e.g. 2 % in window profiles)
- post-consumer PVC waste usually contains lead in concentrations above 0.1 % (up to about 2 %)
- new PVC articles can contain high amounts of recycled PVC (e.g. up to 70 % of recyclate in window profiles)
- even though recycling of post-consumer PVC waste is not a closed loop process, waste from a specific article is preferably used as recyclate in the production of the same article, at least in some cases (e.g. waste from window profiles is used in new window profiles)
- PVC articles containing lead often have a long service-life (e.g. typically 40 years for window profiles)

Based on this evidence, SEAC concludes that a concentration limit of 0.1 % would limit the use of post-consumer PVC waste in recycling. Taking into account the conditions of the recycling process and the investment needed to process two types of material (recycled and virgin PVC), SEAC considers it to be possible that the capacity to use PVC recycled from post-consumer waste would be limited to such an extent that it would no longer be profitable (compared to using virgin PVC). As a consequence, overall recycling rates would decline.

In the following, the key elements of the derogation including changes of its scope requested by industry in the Public Consultation are discussed in detail.

**Impacts on human health and the environment**

SEAC notes that a derogation will not decrease the effectiveness of the proposed restriction, because it will not lead to additional emissions of lead. On the contrary, the recycling of post-consumer PVC waste postpones lead emissions associated with disposal via municipal landfill and incineration, which is the main route of human exposure to lead from PVC articles covered by the restriction (as confirmed by RAC). According to information received in the Public Consultation, PVC can be recycled several times without loss in quality. In this respect, SEAC highlights that the revised wording of the derogation clarifies that for the virgin PVC material used in conjunction with recycled PVC the general concentration limit of 0.1 % applies.
In order to minimise the risks to human health through direct exposure from articles containing recycled PVC, the Dossier Submitter only has proposed articles to be derogated, if they have a low potential for direct exposure. Accordingly, the derogation is not expected to result in higher human exposure. RAC has agreed with this conclusion and considers the derogation to be appropriate in terms of its effect on risk reduction.

SEAC notes that the potential effect of the derogation on the exposure of workers has not been assessed in detail by the Dossier Submitter and RAC.

Furthermore, SEAC considers that PVC recycling is likely to result in less primary energy and raw material consumption as well as lower emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants compared to the use of virgin PVC, although these impacts have not been quantified.

**Economic impacts**

SEAC considers that the information and the analysis presented by the Dossier Submitter represents an illustration of possible impacts of the proposed restriction on recycling. The assumption of an overall decrease in recycling (and associated impacts to the sector), in the absence of a derogation, is well substantiated. Although, SEAC has limited information to evaluate, if the extent of additional disposal of post-consumer PVC waste and corresponding replacement with virgin PVC is a realistic or rather a worst case scenario, it can be concluded that the impact assessment by the Dossier Submitter indicates the order of magnitude of economic impacts.

SEAC notes that further estimates on the cost of a restriction on PVC recycling related to certain articles, which were not included in the derogation originally proposed by the Dossier Submitter, was submitted by industry in the Public Consultation. SEAC notes that the estimates were partly based on a large number of assumptions and that the uncertainties linked to these assumptions were not transparently documented. For an in-depth evaluation, SEAC would require further justification on how the values were derived (and the inclusion of a sensitivity analysis for the most important parameters).

**List of derogated articles**

The Dossier Submitter has provided an exhaustive list of articles to be included in the derogation that excludes some types of articles, to which humans are more likely to come into direct contact with, such as flooring. For other types of articles, e.g. pipes, the derogation states that recycled material must be encapsulated within layers of virgin PVC material in order to prevent exposure. In general, SEAC considers that this approach is consistent with the objectives of the restriction proposal.

SEAC notes that some of the article types that were excluded from the derogation are unlikely to be affected by a concentration limit of 0.1 % (w/w), because of i) the lower content of recycled PVC typically used in these types of articles (e.g. 10 % of recycled PVC in flooring) and ii) product safety standards setting lower thresholds for lead that SEAC understands will be applied in the future (e.g. CE mark for flooring, which also imposes a limit of 0.1 % of lead).

SEAC notes that the revised list of derogated articles seems to be clearer and more consistent in terms of the inclusion criteria (high economic impact and low human exposure).
Comments received from industry in the Public Consultation on the Annex XV report indicated that the list of derogated article types does not cover all articles that are currently made with recycled PVC and which have low inherent potential to contribute to human exposure during their service-life (#1633). Taking into account the assessment by RAC, SEAC considers that the extension of the list of derogated articles will help to ensure that current recycling activities can be retained. Accordingly, the scope of the derogation is considered to be sufficiently broad to prevent major economic losses to the recycling sector. According to industry, a non-exhaustive list of articles would be more appropriate to facilitate recycling. SEAC considers a non-exhaustive list as less suitable for the enforcement of the proposal (as confirmed by Forum).

Some articles made of soft PVC, which have a higher potential to contribute to lead emissions during their service life through leaching, were included in the derogation with a requirement that the recycled PVC was fully enclosed. During the Public Consultation on the SEAC draft opinion, comments received by industry indicated that the encapsulation of recycled PVC was technically feasible. However, as this is not common practice at the moment and hence will demand further investment by PVC converters, a longer transition period for the respective soft PVC articles could be justified. SEAC was not able to conclude on the magnitude of the additional costs the encapsulation requirement would entail based on the information provided by industry.

In this respect, SEAC underlines that the requirements added to the derogation for recycled PVC equally apply to domestic and imported articles.

Concentration limit for articles containing recycled PVC

With regard to the limit value of 1 % (w/w) lead for derogated PVC articles, SEAC notes that the information available does not allow to draw a firm conclusion on the impact of this concentration limit on recycling. SEAC has examined the study by Tauw (2013) on the impact of lead restrictions on the recycling of PVC that the Dossier Submitter used to base their conclusions on. The data in the study indicates that there is a possibility that the lead content of articles containing recycled PVC could be greater than 1% (w/w), if the proportion of recycled PVC in the article is high (e.g. in window profiles) and/or the lead content in the recycled PVC used was high.

Moreover, the proportion of recycled PVC to virgin PVC used in the production of new articles varies depending on article category. From the list of article categories proposed to be derogated by the Dossier Submitter, it can be expected that profiles will have the greatest proportion of recycled PVC (up to 70 % according to information received from industry in the Public Consultation). Concerning the lead content in PVC waste, it is important to take into account that this can vary considerably depending on several factors, including:

- the source: whereas post-consumer waste may contain lead in different concentrations, post-industrial waste (e.g. cut-offs from the production of new PVC articles) is usually free of lead (as it is made of virgin PVC stabilised with alternatives to lead-based stabilisers)
- the article type: Lead stabilisers were used in variable amounts depending on the article type and related production process. Accordingly, profiles (e.g. window frames) may have relatively high lead contents (up to 2 % according to Tauw, 2013), whereas pipes on average contain lead in lower concentrations (< 1%)
year of production of the specific article: The market share of lead-based stabilisers differed between years and article types. For example lead was mainly used in profiles from the mid-1990s until recently, whereas for other article types lead was used much earlier.

Taking into account these factors, Tauw (2013) modelled the lead content in new articles made with recycled PVC within the building and construction sector. The results show that lead concentrations in final articles can be expected to be far below 1% lead, which has also been confirmed by measurement samples taken from window profiles.

However, during the Public Consultation of the Annex XV report several requests were received by industry indicating that a concentration limit of 1% (w/w) would still adversely affect PVC recycling and that a limit of 2% lead (w/w) is necessary to ensure that recycling continues at current volumes, and that recycling rates can increase in the future, as foreseen (e.g. #1633). SEAC has scrutinised the data received by industry, including measurement data of lead in post-consumer PVC waste and in recycled PVC material (consisting of a mixture of post-consumer and post-industrial waste) from the years 2012, 2015 and 2016. The data indicates that:

- there is a considerable variability in concentration levels, which makes it difficult to draw a firm conclusion on the lead content in rigid and soft post-consumer PVC waste.
- taking into account this data variability, the measurement data indicate that rigid post-consumer PVC waste seems to contain lead in concentrations above 1%, whereas soft post-consumer PVC waste contains lead in quantities far below 1%.
- the lead content seems to be decreasing over time, but again it is difficult to draw a solid conclusion on the trend of lead in PVC waste given the variability of the data.

SEAC points out that the lead content in the recycled material is usually lower than in the post-consumer PVC waste (although only when mixed with post industrial waste, according to industry not all recyclers have access to post-industrial waste) and that this material will usually be mixed with virgin PVC in the production of articles. Therefore, SEAC considers that it is possible that the majority of articles containing recycled PVC contain lead in concentrations below 1%. In this respect, SEAC points out that the request for a 2% concentration limit by industry is based on worst case assumptions, i.e. high lead content in the post-consumer PVC waste, no addition of post-industrial waste and very high content of recycled PVC (e.g. 100%) in the final article.

SEAC notes that raising the limit value to 2% could further complicate enforcement, because nearly the whole range of concentration levels covered by the intentional use of lead stabilisers would be allowed for articles containing recycled PVC. Hence, in particular for imported articles, enforcement authorities would have to mainly rely on the label marking the article as “containing recycled PVC” in order to distinguish between e.g. window profiles produced with lead in virgin PVC or with recycled PVC.

However, for articles made of rigid PVC, SEAC still considers a concentration limit of 2% to be appropriate taking into account that:

- no additional risk is to be expected from this limit (as confirmed by RAC) and
- a ‘safety margin’ in the concentration limit would facilitate the smooth operations of the processing of post-consumer PVC waste and decrease the efforts spent by recycling companies on the testing of lead content.
For articles made of soft PVC, SEAC concludes that the available evidence does not provide justification for a concentration limit of 2% as it indicates that the lead content of soft PVC articles containing recycled PVC will be far below 1%.

**Time limit of the derogation**

With regard to the time limit of 15 years, SEAC considers that the projections of lead content in post-consumer PVC waste provided by the Dossier Submitter do not provide sufficient certainty to conclude that the targeted articles will comply with a lead concentration of 0.1% (w/w) after 2035. The information provided by industry in the Public Consultation indicates a decreasing trend of the lead content in post-consumer PVC waste, however the variability of the data is too high to draw a solid conclusion on the future development. Hence, SEAC supports a review of the time limit of the derogation after 10 years from entry into force (as proposed by the Dossier Submitter).

With regard to PVC-silica separators in lead acid batteries, SEAC considers that the information submitted by the company concerned during the Public Consultation of the Annex XV report provides further explanation on the reasons why it is currently not feasible to replace lead-based stabilisers in this application (#1610). SEAC notes that this information was not challenged by potential competitors (e.g. importers of PVC-silica separators).

SEAC concurs with the proposed derogations of articles covered by current legislation since they clarify the interface between the proposed restriction and other regulations and will avoid double-regulation.

SEAC agrees with the exclusion of second-hand articles from the scope, for ensuring the practicality and proportionality of the proposed restriction.

Concerning the addition of a derogation for the use of lead pigments in PVC, SEAC notes that according to information received in the Public Consultation lead pigments are used in PVC in concentrations above 0.1% and would be affected by the proposed restriction. Furthermore, an estimate of the annual volume of lead pigments used in PVC manufacture inside the EU was provided by the authorisation holder (but was claimed as confidential). There is no information on the use of lead pigments in imported articles. Currently, the derogation covers only two compounds (lead sulfochromate yellow and lead chromate molybdate sulfate red), because these are the only pigments, for which there has been information on their use in PVC. SEAC points out that no evidence of the use of additional lead pigments in PVC was provided in the Public Consultation of the SEAC Draft Opinion.

**Effectiveness in reducing the identified risks**

**Justification for the opinion of RAC**

**Summary of proposal:**

By delaying the disposal of lead-containing PVC articles as waste – which is the life cycle stage at which the majority of the environmental emissions are expected to occur – the restriction will minimise the risks (since it is a form of containment).

The European industry has made significant progress to find suitable replacements for lead-based stabilisers in PVC. Calcium-based systems (generally fatty acid salts, sometimes also containing zinc and incorporating a range of co-formulants such as phenolic antioxidants) are the most common replacement in rigid PVC, and are used at concentrations of approximately
3.5 % (w/w). The Dossier Submitter’s analysis focusses exclusively on these. Although other substances are mentioned (e.g. tin compounds and liquid mixed-metal systems based on barium, zinc, calcium, magnesium or potassium carboxylates), they are not considered to be relevant substitutes for lead in the PVC articles addressed by the restriction (e.g. liquid mixed metals are mainly used for semi-rigid and flexible applications; some dibutyl tin stabilisers are also subject to partial EU restriction already, although this does not preclude their use entirely).

The Dossier Submitter concludes that calcium-based stabilisers have a much lower hazard profile (non-classified) than the lead compounds used as PVC stabilisers, and consequently they present a much lower risk.

**RAC conclusion(s):**

RAC agrees that the proposal, with modifications, is the most effective way of reducing risks from lead in PVC articles.

RAC agrees that the most common substitutes (calcium-based systems) pose a much lower level of hazard and risk than lead compounds. RAC notes that some of the co-formulants present in calcium-based systems (specifically phenolic anti-oxidants) might be subject to regulatory scrutiny, but this cannot be confirmed as information on substance identity is lacking. In addition, RAC cannot evaluate the relative risk that some other potential alternatives (containing other heavy metals) may present due to lack of information about their actual relevance.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

As noted above, the risks to human health from lead contained in PVC are not negligible, but on the other hand are likely to be rather low in comparison with other sources. The restriction may create a perception that risks are being “prolonged” because a hazardous substance will be allowed to remain in circulation in some article types over a long time period. However, RAC agrees with the Dossier Submitter that containment of lead in articles that have a low potential for release during their service life is the best risk management option available.

Although there will be ongoing service-life emissions from many derogated articles that contain lead-containing recycled PVC, RAC agrees that the restriction is the most effective risk management measure. The restriction is about reducing risk – it is not explicitly linked to facilitating the circular economy. Given the generally low risk posed by PVC articles containing lead, the restriction should be designed so as not to prevent effective recycling.

RAC notes that calcium-based systems are the most likely replacement for lead compounds in rigid PVC applications. In principle, RAC agrees that since they are not classified as hazardous for human health or the environment, they are of much lower hazard than lead. As their concentration in PVC is similar to lead compounds, human health risks in particular will be lower. However, it is not clear whether different substances are actually used in other PVC applications subject to the restriction (particularly if manufactured outside the EU), especially as the Annex XV report says that calcium-based systems are “most commonly used” in rigid PVC (implying that other substances are in fact in use, both in rigid and flexible PVC). Some of the other substances contain heavy metals like tin, but RAC cannot assess the relative risk in the absence of relevant information in the Annex XV report.
In addition, the identity of the phenolic antioxidants that are co-formulants in calcium-based systems is not provided, but RAC notes that several phenolic substances are currently under assessment as potential endocrine disrupters or PBT substances.

Comment #1610 received during public consultation explains why substitution of lead compounds in separators for lead-acid batteries is difficult. The battery environment is aggressive, corrosive and oxidative so alternatives developed for other PVC articles are not appropriate. The use of lead introduces no new elements (especially metallic impurities) in the battery, which could otherwise affect the functioning of the battery in an unpredictable way.

**Socio-economic impact**

**Justification for the opinion of SEAC**

**Costs**

**Summary of proposal:**

The Dossier Submitter considers substitution costs to be the main economic impact of the proposed restriction, ranging between €0.9 and €3.3 million per year with a central estimate of €2.1 million (based on 2016 as a reference year). In addition, minor costs for enforcement are expected (around €60 000 per year).

The Dossier Submitter has estimated these economic impacts on the basis of a restriction scenario (compared to the baseline) expecting that industry will switch to calcium-based stabilisers as alternative to lead-based stabilisers. Cost estimates were derived based on various assumptions about the volume of lead-based stabilisers that will have to be replaced due to the proposed restriction. The costs of replacing lead-based stabilisers in PVC result from a difference in price to calcium-based stabilisers (see Table 2). For this difference in price the Dossier Submitter has not estimated any sensitivity values, but used an average of €0.7 per kg (provided by ESPA for 2015). These costs will mainly arise from the substitution of lead-based stabilisers in imported PVC articles, because most of EU industry has already switched to alternatives due to a voluntary agreement (Vinylplus). The Dossier Submitter conservatively assumed that switching costs would be passed down the supply chain onto EU consumers. It is also implied that the total amount of lead stabilisers produced in the EU will be replaced in response to the restriction, except from lead stabilisers produced for export.
Table 2: Substitution costs estimated for PVC articles expected to be placed on the EU 28 market in 2016 (assuming the targets of the voluntary phase out of ESPA members are met). The percentiles reflect the range of predictions derived by Monte Carlo simulation of the volumes of lead-based stabilisers relevant for the EU market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>min</th>
<th>25th</th>
<th>50th</th>
<th>75th</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pb stabilisers imported in</td>
<td>1 321</td>
<td>2 322</td>
<td>3 142</td>
<td>3 921</td>
<td>4 974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>articles (tonnes/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb stabilisers used in the EU28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount of Pb stabilisers</td>
<td>1 321</td>
<td>2 394</td>
<td>3 308</td>
<td>4 216</td>
<td>5 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage ratio Ca stabiliser/Pb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stabiliser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent amount of Ca</td>
<td>1 163</td>
<td>2 107</td>
<td>2 911</td>
<td>3 710</td>
<td>4 688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stabilisers needed for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substitution (t/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price difference between Ca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stabilisers and Pb stabilisers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(€/kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution costs</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(€ million /year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Dossier Submitter, substitution will not entail significant **investment** (to EU industry) or **testing costs**. The Dossier Submitter stated that alternatives to lead stabilisers are widely used by European industry and on the basis of ESPA (2015) concluded that increased investment is not expected, because substitution has already been completed in the EU.

The **enforcement cost** estimated is based on average administrative costs of enforcing a new restriction. This value is estimated based on numbers of controls over the period 2010-2014 reported by EU Member States. The calculation is based on an average cost per control (inspection) and an average number of controls per restriction. As indicated by the Dossier Submitter it should be seen as only illustrative in terms of the order of magnitude of the cost.

**SEAC conclusion(s):**

SEAC in general supports the cost assessment provided by the Dossier Submitter. It provides sufficient evidence to conclude that no major economic impact is to be expected from the proposed restriction.

However, SEAC considers there to be several uncertainties that could affect the magnitude of the total costs of the proposed restriction, i.e. concerning the volumes of lead stabilisers that will be still used in imported PVC articles (in the baseline scenario), the price difference between lead-based stabilisers and alternatives, the potential for additional investment costs to be incurred by industry, the probability that costs would be passed on to EU consumers and the potential benefits due to the enhanced technical performance of the alternatives. Based on available information, SEAC considers that, overall, these sources of uncertainty are more likely to point to lower total costs of the proposed restriction, at least for actors in the EU, than the estimates provided by the Dossier Submitter.
Key elements underpinning the SEAC conclusion(s):

SEAC emphasises that the total impact of the proposed restriction will be fundamentally driven by the extent to which lead-based stabilisers are still used in (mainly imported) PVC articles, which is uncertain. A more detailed discussion on the uncertainties of the projected amounts of lead-based stabilisers in PVC articles produced in and imported to the EU will be included below (in the section “uncertainties”).

SEAC notes that the total substitution costs, estimated by the Dossier Submitter, mainly result from the price increment (estimated at €0.7 more per kg of calcium-based stabiliser) and lower loading (ratio of 0.88 compared to lead-based stabilisers) of calcium-based stabilisers (as most likely alternative) compared to lead-based products. SEAC notes that the data used to estimate the price difference between lead-based and calcium-based stabilisers is limited, but was obtained from the relevant industry sector group (ESPA). Furthermore, the price difference is likely to decrease in the future (as recognised by the Dossier Submitter).

According to the Dossier Submitter, investment (one-off) costs to EU industry can be considered to be negligible because the voluntary industry agreement to phase out lead (VinylPlus) already covers more than 95% of the EU production of stabilisers. ECHA received information in the Public Consultation on the Annex XV report from two companies not participating in VinylPlus. One of the companies stopped producing lead-based stabiliser for the EU market in 2015, whereas the other provides a lead-based substance used in the manufacturing of lead-based stabilisers destined to export. Hence, there is no indication that there may be substantial investment costs as a result of the proposed restriction incurred by EU-based companies (and related supply chains) that have not voluntarily phased out lead-based stabilisers. However, it is possible that a part of the investment costs incurred by industry outside the EU will be passed on to EU consumers. In order to assess the potential significance of these costs SEAC would need at least qualitative information on how complex and costly the substitution of lead-based stabilisers to producers and PVC converters is (no relevant information on this was submitted in the Public Consultation).

SEAC notes that the improved technical performance of calcium-based stabilisers may have an effect on the total economic impact. As explained in the Background Document, calcium-based systems have certain improved technical characteristics compared to the lead-based systems that they replaced, such as more effective stabilisation (during production) and better colour stability (during the service life of the article, e.g. for window frames). However, the economic impacts of this improved technical performance were not quantified by the Dossier Submitter (and it is not clear if, and to what extent, the performance is reflected by the price difference of calcium- and lead-based stabilisers). In case the improved technical performance of calcium-based stabilisers are not or only partly reflected in the price increment, SEAC notes that these have to be considered as additional benefits of the proposed restriction, which would mean in turn that the costs of the restriction may be overestimated.

These uncertainties have to be taken into account in the evaluation of the cost estimates provided by the Dossier Submitter. However, overall SEAC agrees that the values provided by the Dossier Submitter are adequate to indicate the magnitude of recurrent substitution costs arising from the substitution of lead-based stabilisers in PVC articles.
Benefits

Summary of proposal:

The restriction proposal is expected to reduce exposure of the general population to lead and resulting adverse health effects, in particular by preventing lead emissions from the disposal of post-consumer PVC wastes containing lead (accounting for 90% of lead emissions from PVC). However, there is evidence that articles falling under the restriction (e.g. mini-blinds) contribute to direct human exposure.

Total lead emissions from PVC articles placed on the EU market in 2016 were estimated to be between 4.3 and 10.3 tonnes with a central estimate of 6.8 tonnes. The Dossier Submitter has provided these emission estimates as a proxy of the risk reduced by the proposal and, has chosen to undertake a qualitative, rather than quantitative, health impact assessment accounting for the non-threshold effects of lead on the neurodevelopment in young children.

Lead is a non-threshold toxic substance of particular concern for the developing brains of children and unborn infants. According to EFSA (2013) the current human exposure (both from food and non-food sources) still exceeds tolerable exposure levels leading to adverse neurodevelopmental effects on children. Lead exposure, at levels commonly observed in the EU today, can impair the neurodevelopment and can affect cognition and behaviour. Early-life exposure to lead is related to neurologic deficits, leading to reduced cognitive ability. The latter may be measured with standardised IQ tests. Referring to findings in the public health literature, the Dossier Submitter considers that a small reduction in IQ can in turn have a significant population effect in terms of reduced lifetime earnings.

In addition to the reduced risk to human health, there may also be benefits of the proposed restriction to the environment, because lead can accumulate in the environment after it is released and cause damage to the ecosystems due to its adverse effects on aquatic and terrestrial species including invertebrates, birds and mammals. These potential environmental benefits have not been further assessed by the Dossier Submitter.

SEAC conclusion(s):

SEAC accepts the benefits assessment carried out by the Dossier Submitter using emissions as a proxy for the risk. SEAC considers this approach to be appropriate taking into account lead as a non-threshold toxic substance. Even though the impacts on human health of the proposed restriction are uncertain (e.g. in terms of IQ loss prevented), overall, SEAC considers it to be likely that the proposed restriction would result in benefits to society.

SEAC underlines that the restriction may also result in environmental benefits taking into account that the emissions reduced will not add to the stock of lead in the environment.

SEAC points out that the benefits of the proposed restriction also depend on the current use of lead-based stabilisers in imported PVC articles (discussed under uncertainties).
Key elements underpinning the SEAC conclusion(s):  

The main benefits of the proposed restriction is expected to result from a reduction in human exposure to lead leading to non-threshold adverse neurodevelopmental effects in unborn and young children (as assessed by RAC). Taking into account the non-threshold nature of toxic effects of lead, as well as the difficulties in assessing exposure via the environment, these benefits have not been quantified directly. Instead, the Dossier Submitter estimated the emissions of lead that will be reduced by the proposed restriction as a proxy for the risk reduction. SEAC accepts this approach. As already stated in the section on costs, SEAC points out that the exposure reduction resulting from the proposed restriction depends on the current use of lead-based stabilisers in imported articles, which is uncertain (see ‘uncertainties’).

SEAC underlines that the neurodevelopmental effects of children exposed to lead can lead to IQ losses, which may have considerable socio-economic impacts, amongst others in terms of reduced life-time earnings or higher spending for education. However, based on the information at hand it is not possible to quantify the effect of the proposed restriction in preventing the socio-economic costs of lead exposure. In this respect, SEAC considers that the distribution of lead exposure in the general population may have an influence on the overall benefit of the proposed restriction. Evidence provided by the Dossier Submitter on the direct human exposure resulting from the use of lead stabilisers in PVC (e.g. from mini-blinds) further strengthens the conclusion that the restriction will potentially lead to human health benefits.

The information provided in the Background Document indicates that industry will mainly switch to Calcium-based stabilisers in response to the proposed restriction, which are not expected to cause any adverse human health or environmental effects.

Concerning the emission estimates provided by the Dossier Submitter, SEAC notes that the contribution of lead in PVC (6.8 tonnes emitted per year) to total lead emissions (476 tonnes per year in the EU from industrial point sources) may be small compared to other sources. However, taking into account the non-threshold effects of lead, SEAC considers that in principle any emission reduction can be considered as a potential benefit to society.

In addition, SEAC notes that lead is identified as a Priority Substance under the Water Framework Directive. SEAC agrees that although it is difficult to link lead release from PVC articles to environmental effects, reducing overall exposure of the environment to lead is likely to be beneficial for ecosystems (and contribute to the objectives of the Water Framework Directive). However, as environmental impacts have not been in the focus of the proposal, SEAC has not assessed them further.
Other impacts

Summary of proposal:

The Dossier Submitter assessed social impacts on relevant market actors that will be potentially affected by the proposed restriction, namely PVC converters, producers of stabilisers, importers of PVC articles, PVC exporters as well as on SMEs.

Accordingly, no major negative social impacts are expected from the proposal, because substitution of lead stabilisers will not result in significant costs to industry and associated consequences (e.g. job losses). This conclusion is underpinned by the fact that nearly all companies (producers of stabilisers and PVC converters) have already replaced lead-based stabilisers in their operations. Many of the companies within the affected supply chain are likely to be SMEs for which it may be more difficult to phase out lead-based stabilisers. However, the Dossier Submitter considers the impact of the restriction on SME to be small, because of the minor investment involved with the substitution of lead-based stabilisers.

Furthermore, the Dossier Submitter expects that it is unlikely that the minor cost increase resulting from the substitution of lead stabilisers in imported articles will be passed on to consumers in the EU.

No major wider economic impacts of the proposed restriction (e.g. on article price, international trade, competition or economic development) are expected by the Dossier Submitter.

Furthermore, the proposed restriction will not have significant distributional impacts according to the Dossier Submitter.

SEAC conclusion(s):

SEAC supports the conclusion that no major social, distributional or wider economic impacts can be expected by the proposed restriction.

Key elements underpinning the SEAC conclusion(s):

SEAC considers it to be likely that the restriction will not have major social or wider economic impacts taking into account that alternatives are available and already used by EU supply chains.

Taking into account the overall size of the costs expected and the actors involved in the supply chain of PVC articles, SEAC considers it unlikely that the restriction will result in significant distributional impacts.

Overall proportionality

Summary of proposal:

The Dossier Submitter assessed the proportionality of the proposed restriction by means of two approaches, namely by analysing the cost-effectiveness of the proposal in terms of emission reduction and by conducting a break-even analysis.
In the **cost-effectiveness analysis**, the Dossier Submitter based the assessment on the cost estimates derived in the cost assessment for 2016 (including both substitution and enforcement costs) and the emission estimates obtained by modelling the releases of lead during the article service life and disposal stages. The central value of cost-effectiveness is 308 €/kg of lead emissions avoided, with a range of 99 to 2 484 €/kg; the corresponding interquartile range is 258 to 356 €/kg (see Table 3).

**Table 3: Cost-effectiveness for articles placed on the market in 2016, including imported articles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>min</th>
<th>25th</th>
<th>50th</th>
<th>75th</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pb stabilisers (tonnes/year)</td>
<td>1 321</td>
<td>2 394</td>
<td><strong>3 308</strong></td>
<td>4 216</td>
<td>5 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb emissions (tonnes/year)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td><strong>6.8</strong></td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance costs* (€ million /year)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td><strong>2.09</strong></td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost effectiveness** (€/kg emission avoided)</td>
<td>2 484</td>
<td>356</td>
<td><strong>308</strong></td>
<td>258</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Compliance costs include substitution and enforcement costs
** Cost effectiveness = Compliance costs / Pb emissions
Figures might not agree due to rounding.

The Dossier Submitter compares these cost-effectiveness estimates with the cost-effectiveness of other measures taken under REACH, including restrictions on lead. This comparison indicates that the cost-effectiveness per kg emission of lead reduced is in the same order of magnitude, or lower, as the cost-effectiveness of other restrictions under REACH (Table 4 and Table 5).

**Table 4: Comparison of the cost-effectiveness of the proposed restriction and previous restrictions under REACH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restrictions under REACH</th>
<th>Central value</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed restriction (€/kg of emission avoided)</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>99 – 2 484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury-in-measuring-devices (€/kg of Hg used)</td>
<td>4 100</td>
<td>0 – 19 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylmercury compounds (€/kg of emission avoided)</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DecaBDE (€/kg of emission avoided)</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>30 – 756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFOA( €/kg of emission avoided)</td>
<td>&lt;1 649</td>
<td>0 – 6 551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFOA-related substances (€/kg of emission avoided)</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>4 – 3 533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4D5 (€/kg of emission avoided)</td>
<td>400 – 430</td>
<td>&lt;0 – 1 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Comparison with the cost-effectiveness of previous restrictions on Pb**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pb in articles for consumer use</th>
<th>Pb in PVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substitution costs (€M/year)</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb to be substituted (tonnes/year)</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>2 646*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effectiveness (€/kg of Pb substituted)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* To derive the estimate, the tonnes of Pb stabiliser are multiplied with a factor of 0.8 to convert to tonnes of metallic Pb (3 308 tonnes of Pb stabiliser x 0.8 = 2 646 tonnes of metallic Pb).
During the public consultation on the Annex XV report, industry has provided additional figures of cost-effectiveness for the articles they proposed to include in the derogation for recycling. The Dossier Submitter has re-calculated the cost-effectiveness figures submitted by industry, including the releases over the whole service life of a given article (and not only the yearly release), see Table A2 in the Annex.

In addition to the cost-effectiveness analysis, the Dossier Submitter provided a break-even analysis based on the value of IQ loss due to lead exposure of young children. Accordingly, the benefits would outweigh the costs of the restriction, if at least 1.24 g of the lead currently emitted per year under the baseline scenario would accumulate in members of the EU population at risk (i.e. children aged 7 and younger). In addition of this analysis, the Dossier Submitter provided further evidence of direct human exposure resulting from PVC articles containing lead-based stabilisers (e.g. from mini-blinds in the USA, as reported in the BD).

**RAC conclusion(s):**

Although direct and indirect human health risks are relatively low compared to other sources of lead, the European industry has already stopped using lead stabilisers to make PVC articles. The restriction will prevent imports from adding further lead to the European environment, so is proportional provided that recycling is facilitated for existing articles containing lead.

**SEAC conclusion(s):**

Taking the properties of lead as a non-threshold toxic substance and the human health impact that may occur from these properties, the affordability of the costs of the proposed restriction, the cost-effectiveness of the measure to reduce lead emissions as well as the break-even analysis into account, SEAC concludes that the proposed restriction is likely to be proportionate.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC and SEAC conclusion(s):**

SEAC notes that based on the information at hand, it is difficult to reliably quantify the expected impacts on human health and the environment of the proposed restriction. Lead is considered a non-threshold toxic substance and the main exposure route targeted by the proposal is humans exposed via the environment, which complicates the exposure assessment compared to direct exposure (which was the relevant exposure path for other restriction proposals on lead). SEAC accepts the approach taken by the Dossier Submitter to focus on the cost-effectiveness to assess the proportionality of the proposal.

SEAC has scrutinized the cost-effectiveness estimates provided by the Dossier Submitter and concludes that they are adequate to indicate the possible range of cost-effectiveness that can be expected from the proposed restriction. In terms of assessing proportionality, SEAC underlines that cost-effectiveness per se does not provide information on the ratio of costs and benefits of the restriction. Furthermore, the comparability with the cost-effectiveness of previous restrictions, which mainly covered PBT(-like) substances is limited, because the risks and concerns differ between these substances and lead. In this respect, the comparison with the restriction on lead in consumer articles seems more appropriate, which supports the conclusion that the proposed restriction is a cost-effective measure to reduce lead emissions. However, exposure pathways and conditions are different, which also limits the comparability of the cost-effectiveness in terms of risk and impacts involved with these different cases.
SEAC has also scrutinised the cost-effectiveness estimates for the additional applications proposed to be included in the recycling derogation, as re-calculated by the Dossier Submitter. The cost-effectiveness is at least one order of magnitude lower (meaning higher costs per kg emission avoided) than the restriction of lead-based stabilisers in virgin PVC. SEAC considers this to be in support of extending the derogation to include these articles.

When assessing the proportionality of the proposal, SEAC considers the usefulness of the break-even analysis presented by the Dossier Submitter to be limited, in particular taking into account that the analysis makes no assumption about the distribution of lead exposure within the population at risk. Consequently, it is not possible for SEAC to evaluate how realistic the break-even point is and what human health impacts are to be expected from this exposure. With the additional evidence provided by the Dossier Submitter on the direct exposure to lead from PVC articles, SEAC has more confidence in the reliability of the break-even analysis. Overall, SEAC concludes from the break-even analysis that due to the small economic impact of the restriction only limited human health impacts in terms of IQ loss would be necessary for the restriction to break-even with the costs of the proposal. SEAC has not sufficient information to assess the probability of these human health impacts. SEAC points out that the affordability of the costs of the proposed restriction is also an aspect that has to be taken into account when assessing proportionality. The costs of the restriction are minor and not likely to lead to any significant price increase of PVC articles affected. Also, it is not expected that the total costs will be passed on to consumers.

SEAC considers it appropriate to base the conclusion on proportionality on all relevant available evidence: namely the properties of lead as a non-threshold toxic substance and the human health impact that may occur from these properties, the affordability of the costs of the proposed restriction, the cost-effectiveness of the measure to reduce lead emissions as well as the break-even analysis.

**Uncertainties in the proportionality section**

*Table 6: Overview of sources of uncertainty and their effect on the proportionality of the proposed restriction of lead-based stabilisers. Effects in brackets are possible, but not well substantiated by available evidence.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Description/explanation</th>
<th>Effect on proportionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price difference of lead-based and calcium-based stabilisers</td>
<td>It is likely that the price of calcium-based stabilisers will decrease in the future due to economy of scales.</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of costs within the supply chain</td>
<td>It is likely that no or not all substitution costs of lead-based stabilisers in imported articles will be passed on to EU consumers.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved technical performance of calcium-based stabilisers</td>
<td>Consumer surplus may be higher than indicated by the price of calcium-based stabilisers.</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Investment costs incurred by EU companies or passed on to EU consumers

Major costs to EU entities are unlikely. It is uncertain to what extent investment costs to non-EU companies (to switch to Pb-free stabilisers) would be passed on to EU consumers.

(1)

Testing costs

Costs to industry to monitor and ensure compliance have not been estimated

†

Enforcement cost

It is unlikely that the restriction will cause additional costs to the annual enforcement budgets of Member States

†

Benefits

Other human health impacts

The neurodevelopmental effects of lead do not only affect IQ, but may have other negative impacts (e.g. hyperactivity, impaired cognitive functions)

Apart from neurodevelopmental effects, lead exposure can cause other human health effects, e.g. renal effects, high blood pressure.

†

Environmental benefits

Lead may cause adverse effects in aquatic ecosystems.

Lead has been identified as a priority substance under the Water Framework Directive

†

Practicality, incl. enforceability

Justification for the opinion of RAC

Summary of proposal:

The Dossier Submitter concludes that the proposed restriction is practical because it is implementable, enforceable and manageable.

As demonstrated in Section E.2 of the Background Document, the replacement of lead-based systems in PVC applications with alternative lead-free stabilisers seems to be economically and technically feasible. Switching to lead-free stabilisers (e.g. calcium-based systems) does not require major changes in production techniques, machinery, or training of staff. Thus, the proposed restriction option is considered to be implementable and manageable for all parties affected.

To be enforceable, a restriction needs to have a clear scope so that it is obvious to enforcement authorities which products are within the scope of the restriction and which are not. Moreover, the restriction needs a concentration limit value that can be subject to compliance checking (either by enforcement authorities or internal company monitoring and audit trails). The scope of the proposed restriction is clear and unambiguous and covers all
the uses (consumer and professional) of lead compounds as stabilisers in PVC (see E.7.2.1 of the dossier).

To be implementable within a reasonable time frame, the appropriate analytical methods should be available and is practical for enforcement authorities. The proposed restriction has been structured to meet all of the above requirements.

**RAC conclusion(s):**

RAC concludes that the proposed restriction is practical and enforceable provided that labelling is done appropriately. If the scope is limited to the use of lead as a stabiliser (which was the original intention of the Dossier Submitter) then enforcement authorities must be confident about the function of any lead detected in an article. This may require some additional measures, such as provision of supply chain information on the function provided by the lead compounds present in the PVC. Otherwise this restriction could be difficult to enforce. It is therefore simpler not to specify the use, provided that existing authorised uses of lead compounds are derogated.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

As the restriction applies only to final articles placed on the market and the long-term goal is to allow the recycling of PVC, it is essential that both users and enforcers can clearly distinguish those PVC articles containing recyclate with lead from those that are effectively “lead-free”. This will make recycling and enforcement easier. On the other hand, this is complicated by the fact that lead can be added to PVC for reasons other than as a stabiliser (e.g. in pigments). The burden of proof is on the actor who places the article on the market (especially if the use is authorised), but to aid the enforcement authorities, this information has to be readily available. In the case of lead pigments, the colour of the PVC should act as a guide (white PVC will not contain any pigment).

Enforcement may be more challenging for imported articles. Recycled PVC should be properly labelled for all the derogated article types (other types cannot be made with lead so do not need a label). Otherwise it will be difficult to determine if an article contains recycled PVC or not. The Dossier Submitter made their original proposal based on an existing restriction entry for cadmium, which also referred to a pictogram. However, the pictogram actually indicated “contains PVC”, and so they are in favour of deleting this from the new restriction text. RAC has no objection to this. However, as more PVC made without lead enters the technosphere, an increasing amount of recyclate can be expected to have lead levels below the proposed limit for virgin PVC. A label that only states “contains recycled PVC” is therefore not sufficient by itself to differentiate between lead-free recyclate and recyclate containing lead.

The existence and promotion of a label that would explicitly specify the presence of lead in PVC may theoretically incite recyclers to create such a ‘clean’ recycling loop in the long-term (and was a suggestion made during public consultation (comment #1524)). The Forum for Enforcement was asked for a view on this matter. They suggested that a concentration value on the label could be useful for enforcement purposes, provided it also indicated whether recyclate was present (so for example “Containing Recycled PVC – less than X % lead”). The Forum suggested that mixtures made from recyclate (which are not subject to the restriction) could also be labelled to aid traceability. The Dossier Submitter has not assessed the practicality of including this extra component to the labelling.
The proposed concentration limit for lead in the derogation applies to the whole article (including any part that can be readily separated). The Forum commented that sample preparation could be complicated for composite (co-extruded) articles where the location of recycled PVC is not clear. In general, it is expected that co-extruded articles (e.g. pipes for non-drinking water) will have a lead-containing PVC layer entirely encapsulated within (and fused with) a layer of virgin PVC, so will not be separable in practice. In this situation, the limit applies to the whole article, so the recycled layer can have a lead content that exceeds the concentration limit provided that the final concentration in the whole article is below the limit.

The wording of the restriction should clearly indicate that any virgin PVC material in a composite article must comply with the lower concentration limit (0.1 % w/w). The Dossier Submitter has indicated that it was their intention that all types of derogated articles containing both recycled and virgin PVC should follow the same principle (to avoid a loophole whereby inclusion of a small amount of recyclate allows an article to comply with the higher limit), although this may limit the use of recyclate for some product types where the risk is low without encapsulation (e.g. fittings contained with the fabric of a building that are not exposed to weathering, abrasion, etc.).

The Dossier Submitter suggests that producers of PVC articles should clearly indicate the percentage of recycled PVC in their products (as well as where in the article the recycled PVC is used, e.g. in case of multi-layered or co-extruded PVC articles), although this is not part of the restriction text itself. The Forum for Enforcement noted that there is no information to explain how the producer would do this, and that including such an obligation would be difficult to enforce. However, the Forum notes that it may be helpful to specify a limit on the amount of recycled PVC that can be used in articles. In addition, there may be a need for quality standards to provide assurance that encapsulation (where used) remains intact for the lifetime of the product.

**Justification for the opinion of SEAC**

**Summary of proposal:**

The Dossier Submitter concluded that the proposed restriction is practical because it is implementable, enforceable and manageable.

There are alternatives (mainly calcium-based systems) with lower risk available, which are technically and economically feasible (see section on costs). The widespread voluntary substitution of lead-based stabilisers in the EU demonstrates that the restriction is implementable and manageable for all affected actors. Furthermore, the Dossier Submitter expects that the proposed transition period gives sufficient time to the impacted supply chains to transition to alternatives, and no contradictory information has been received in the Public Consultation.

In general, the scope of the restriction covers lead-based stabilisers in all PVC articles above a concentration of 0.1 % and hence it is clear to identify articles falling under the restriction. Also, the Dossier Submitter considers that the derogations proposed have been sufficiently defined in order to identify relevant articles. In particular, the labelling requirement for articles containing recycled PVC is expected to ensure proper enforcement of the derogation without entailing a significant cost to industry actors to comply with the restriction.

Effective and cost-efficient analytical methods (e.g. XRF) are available to facilitate the enforcement of the restriction. Comments received in the Public Consultation of the SEAC
draft opinion have confirmed that XRF will be a functional method, even at lower concentrations, i.e. 0.01 %, than required for the proposed concentration limit.

**SEAC conclusion(s):**

SEAC concludes that the proposed restriction is implementable and enforceable. The cost of enforcement is expected to be within the range of other restrictions under REACH.

For the effective enforcement of the derogation of articles containing recycled PVC labelling is essential as it is the only means to identify exempted articles. The exhaustive list of the articles exempted has been clarified, however it may still leave some room for interpretation by enforcement authorities.

Also the derogation of the use of lead pigments may cause difficulties to clearly identify relevant articles, hence practical guidance to enforcement authorities may be useful.

**Key elements underpinning the SEAC conclusion(s):**

With regard to articles containing recycled PVC, the labelling requirement is crucial, because without a label it will be hardly possible for enforcement authorities to clearly identify relevant articles given the fact that a lead content of up to 2 % covers nearly all intentional uses of lead-based stabilisers in virgin PVC. SEAC notes that the labelling requirement will impose a cost on recyclers and PVC converters. These costs may increase if the label would have to contain further information, e.g. on the lead content, as suggested as a possibility by RAC. There have also been requests in the Public Consultations to add information like 'contains lead' or the specific lead content to the labelling requirement. According to Forum, information on the lead content could be helpful but not necessary to enforce the derogation on recycled PVC. Therefore, SEAC considers the label as proposed by the Dossier Submitter does enable enforcement in a cost-efficient way.

The derogation of lead pigments may require additional supply chain communication and more advanced testing during enforcement. Forum indicated that enforcement authorities may have difficulties to identify the original use of lead in the PVC material. It was confirmed by industry that it was possible to recognise the use of lead pigments by the colouration of the PVC material as well as through analytical methods detecting chromium and/or molybdenum in a specific ratio to lead. Taking into account Forum’s advice, SEAC notes that this could require additional effort from enforcement authorities to clearly identify the use of lead in the PVC material examined.

Furthermore, the applicability of XRF could be limited, e.g. for co-extruded articles, hence wet analytical testing may be needed, which would entail higher costs.

**Monitorability**

**Justification for the opinion of RAC**

**Summary of proposal:**

The Dossier Submitter anticipated that monitoring of the proposed restriction will be done through enforcement. To follow up this restriction the Dossier Submitter suggests to monitor the evolution of the fraction of PVC articles with a lead content above the proposed limit, i.e. the percentage of non-compliant articles over time.
Monitoring of blood lead levels in children to see if the exposure decreases following the restriction is discussed. However, current blood lead levels are the result of many different routes of exposure, and it might be difficult to attribute changes in blood lead levels to this specific restriction in PVC articles.

**RAC conclusion(s):**

RAC concludes that compliance with the restriction appears to be monitorable in general, although additional practical advice may need to be issued to enforcement authorities for composite articles. Its risk reduction effect is not monitorable directly by monitoring blood levels in the general population. The reason for this is that current blood lead levels are the result of many different routes of exposure, and that PVC is likely to be a relatively minor source of exposure to lead compared to other sources.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

The Forum for Enforcement has indicated that suitable standard analytical methods are available for the determination of lead (ICP, AAS, XRF). Handheld XRF is widely available for the specific purpose of non-destructive measurement of lead at the 0.1 % threshold for RoHS compliance (comment #1609). The Forum also notes that it may be necessary to confirm the presence of PVC (e.g. by XRF, for chlorine content).

Regarding the proposed addition of a derogation for authorised use of lead pigments, comments submitted by industry following closure of the public consultation process indicate that PVC containing lead pigments will be coloured, in which case the best evaluation techniques are metal analysis using atomic absorption or inductively coupled plasma to assess the ratio of lead:chromium or lead:chromium:molybdenum. The practicalities of these techniques have not been described.

**Justification for the opinion of SEAC**

**Summary of proposal:**

The Dossier Submitter anticipated that monitoring of the proposed restriction will be done through enforcement. To follow up this restriction the Dossier Submitter suggests to monitor the evolution of the fraction of PVC articles with a lead content above the proposed limit, i.e. the percentage of non-compliant articles over time.

Monitoring of blood lead levels in children to see if the exposure decreases following the restriction is discussed. However, current blood lead levels are the result of many different routes of exposure, and it might be difficult to attribute changes in blood lead levels to this specific restriction in PVC articles.

According to the Dossier Submitter, no additional costs for monitoring are anticipated (apart from enforcement-related costs).

**SEAC conclusion(s):**

SEAC concludes that the costs of monitoring of the proposed restriction can be expected to be within the range of other restrictions under REACH.

---

5 Personal communication to ECHA.
The monitoring involved with the review of the derogation of articles containing recycled PVC is likely to cause additional efforts to authorities and industry, but SEAC cannot evaluate these costs.

**Key elements underpinning the SEAC conclusion(s):**

SEAC considers that a solid data base on the trend of the lead content in post-consumer PVC waste (preferably from building applications) would facilitate the review of the derogation of articles containing recycled PVC.

**UNCERTAINTIES IN THE EVALUATION OF RAC AND SEAC**

**RAC**

**Summary of proposal:**

The assessment is based on a large number of assumptions, including the non-threshold nature of the hazard, the quantities of lead in PVC articles currently on the market (especially from imports) and release factors for various stages of the life cycle (this has been accounted for using Monte Carlo analysis). In addition, environmental risks are not addressed.

**RAC conclusion(s):**

RAC considers that the uncertainties have been adequately assessed by the Dossier Submitter, and do not affect the justification for the restriction.

**Key elements underpinning the RAC conclusion(s):**

N/A

**SEAC**

**Summary of proposal:**

Uncertainties related to the proportionality of the proposed restriction have been summarized above.

The Dossier Submitter has used a large number of assumptions, which have been listed in the Background Document (Annex F), including on the volumes of lead-based stabilisers used in the EU and in imported articles, the releases from PVC during waste disposal and re-use as well as in the cost assessment.

**SEAC conclusion(s):**

SEAC concludes that the uncertainties have been adequately assessed and presented by the Dossier Submitter.

SEAC considers that major uncertainties are related to the volumes of lead-based stabilisers in imported articles, which are expected to be a main driver of the overall effect of the restriction.
Key elements underpinning the SEAC conclusion(s):

There is a lack of information on the use of lead-based stabilisers outside the EU and the corresponding volumes in imported articles. Also, there is no information to what extent imported PVC articles contain recycled PVC and thus would be exempted from the proposed restriction. The Dossier Submitter has addressed these uncertainties by applying a broad range of volumes (i.e. assuming that 20 to 60 % of imported PVC articles falling under the restriction currently contain lead-based stabilisers). SEAC notes that there is not sufficient information to evaluate if this range adequately reflects possible scenarios.
Table A1. EU imports (annual quantities in thousand tonnes) for main PVC (construction relevant) articles during 2006-2015 (Eurostat, 2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Rigid tubes, pipes and hoses</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Doors, Windows and their frames</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Floor, wall and ceiling coverings (in rolls or tiles)</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>121.9</td>
<td>170.0</td>
<td>219.6</td>
<td>270.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Fittings (joints, elbows, flanges, for tubes)</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Shutters, blinds (incl. venetians and parts)</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Fittings for furniture, coachwork etc.</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2. Cost-effectiveness values for PVC article categories based on VinylPlus release factors – re-calculated by the Dossier Submitter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>Roofing</th>
<th>Mats</th>
<th>Other(^a)</th>
<th>Pipes (rigid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tonnage of articles</td>
<td>88 651</td>
<td>12 528</td>
<td>7 761</td>
<td>34 315</td>
<td>5 687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total lead (T)</td>
<td>443.3</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>171.6</td>
<td>159.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of foregone recycling (€)</td>
<td>89 639 701</td>
<td>9 379 412</td>
<td>5 810 439</td>
<td>25 689 839</td>
<td>1 916 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total release (recycling + service life)</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>1 756.44</td>
<td>1 365.78</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>30.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effectiveness(^a)</td>
<td>€/kg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51 035</td>
<td>6 867</td>
<td>537 506</td>
<td>838 715</td>
<td>120 754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(^a\) – includes 3-layer hoses, noise insulation sheets, footwear and boots for professionals.

Cost-effectiveness in this context was considered as the private costs (of article producers) to prevent the release of one kg of lead during the service life of a PVC article. Cost effectiveness values are based on the additional costs associated with using virgin PVC instead of recycled PVC to produce articles. Although the additional [social] costs of landfilling/incineration were included into the cost effectiveness calculations made by VinylPlus these cost elements were omitted in the calculations reported here (as recycling temporarily delays disposal rather than replacing it).